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CHAPTER I 
IBTBODUCTI Oil, SCOPE AND 14imiOOOLOGY 
The rise of modern civilization has created rapid bewildering 
change. This pervasive whirlwind evolution has recklessly and devastat-
ingly expanded the physical fra.~IBwork of communities leaving in its wake an 
avalanch o:f social problems, for unfortunately thie industrial march which 
has forged to the foregr cund. this past century has wantonly monopolized 
the element o:f growth to such an extent of concentration that the important 
phase of social needs has been thrust into the background. It 
I rampantly gone for"lh singly and nat with the inter-rela ticnship 
!! 
has 
of schools, 
libraries, canmu.nity centers and playg~ 01nds which has to-day caused 
disintegration, and this wild urban growth has tended to paralyze rather 
than to further important social relations. With the meteor-like dawn 
of this industrial era, the closely woven communities were superseded by 
loosely-knit canplex urban centers which ha s crippled community ccnscirus-
ness. 
A community in its broo.dest connotation may embrace a very large 
portion of the world in which people in their ccmmon relationships in-
fluence one another in rather importar:tt ways. However for the purpose 
ar this study it shall be used in its restricted bu.t commonly known usage 
:nanely, that it is canposed of several neighborhoods with its citizenry 
in relatively close contact with one another and bound together by 
ccmmon relations hips and associations. 
In this technological world or to-day which has created extensive 
urbanization, rapid means o:f communication, great industrialization, and 
1 
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a high degree of personal mobility, there is a network of numer~s and 
diverse interrelated grou.p interests localized in the carmmity. These 
interests run an extensive gamut from fire .and police protection, better 
ueans of communication am transportation, to political, racial, and 
religi~ ties. Then too there are widely varyi.Jlg degrees of efficiency 
in which commmities perform these functions, and the degree of efficiency 
in which a comrunity deals with its probleme can be measured by the 
alertness of its citizens to their needs and their united, concentrated 
drive to meet those needs. 
Om of the greatest and most significant problems of this techno-
ogical age is the problem of leisure; leisure which shall be interpreted 
n this study in the light of that surplus time which remaiM after the 
actieal necessities of life have been attended to. The widespread 
echaniza ti<m. of industry has shortened the average working day, and time-
saving appliances in the heme reduce the time necessary in performing 
f ou.sehold tasks; Cmsequently the ultimate result of this acientifl.c 
r ocess of living is increasingly enforced idleness' and to-day there is 
l eisure for all. He. this leisure is to be used is or should be a vital 
matter of p1blic cODCern. It can be heedlessly squandered, or it can be 
l o spent that it is conducive to personal growth. The low-incoae of the 
l verage American restricts the extent of his purchasing voluntary activities ~n aa reoreatiCIIal pursuits. RiB recreation is gellf>rally confined to l1 
·Ling in on radio pr~rams or seeking cheap commercial aDil.sement places 
lfor ematicual O%Citement. These ar& generally of paaaive mturO alld do 
not satisfy the creative impulses which are stirring within every human 
ing. Then too the monotoncus routine of work in this highly mechanized 
2 
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age for the majority of people needs to be supplemented by satisfying 
recreaticn which stima.lates, stirs the imaginaticn i~ wholesome channels. 
and €'lpens channels for self-express i en in normal ou.Uets inorder to 
UBintain mental and physical health. T~day in a world whose stability is 
shaken and where the struggle for mere existence is so great B.nd in which 
tne average home is besieged with persoml and social problems, men and 
women Dll.St be afforded the opportunity to devote sane of their time for the 
enJ ~nt of leisure withou.t tl:e pa~t of a high monetary fee. To-day in 
this mach:fne civilization it is necessary to develop personality and to 
foster personal growth in pursuits of leisure. C anmanity ~11-being is 
reflected in tle well-being of its individual citizens: 
The increased realization o:f the need for recreation and of the ccn-
tribution which it can make to individual and cormnu.nity life is seen in the 
ever-mCWlti:ng provisions for recreation which are being made by ~reus 
agencies with varyiDg primary purposes and reachiDg different grou.ps. 
However, due to the varying degrees of recrel;ltic:n, it will be necessary in 
this study to limit the scope of appraising community provision for 
recreation to those local agencies which have the provision of recreation as 
their primary objective. It is also necessary to further limit the scope 
to recreation service furnished to adults (eighteen years and over) by 
governmental units such as the park depa rtment, school board, .d.dult 
Reoreaticn Project of w.P.A., and by agencies sUpported by private con-
tributions whcse progralliJ are offered and open to any regardless of age, sex, 
or religion. It will also be necessary to eliminate from cansideraticn 
what the community is providing in the way of physical activities, as this 
study will concern itself with the problem of the recreational use of 
--=~==~~================================================ =========~~~========*=========~ --· 
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leisure thr <ngh music, literature, draua, training in the use of the hands 
in arts and cratts, reading and game room activities, dancing, discussicn 
gr ou.ps, and clubs. 
The community of East Beeton w"'s selected as the area for study be-. 
cause this co~ity is composed of five distinct neighborhoods whiCh 
contain a substantial percentage of persons over seventeen years of age. 
T~ economic status of its population is low, and the character of its 
population will undoubtedly remain !Ulldamentally the same for a number of 
yea rs. It is a lso an area which is distinctly defined by natural bound-
aries, being surr~ed an all sides by water. Its leading nationality 
groups of citizens have a natural play heritage background, and yet there 
are in this area only seven agencies providing recreat io.nal outlets for 
eo,ooo to 70,000 people. This island in Boston ha~;qor is also distinct 
in tmt there is little or no collllllllllity consciou.sness orystalized in 
community organization for recreation. 
In the ocnduct of the study or adult recreation in East Boston from 
the standpoint of organization for such an end, it is necest:Jary to employ 
the survey approach inorder to arrive at an intelligent understanding of the 
cC!DIIIIUlity. s ince every pha~:Je or life in a community is directly or in-
directly conditioned by the composite life of the community, it is essential 
to have accurate knowledge of the community as a whole before laying the 
fowndation for any remedial measures or action. The physical environment 
or an area must be thoroughly understood as this phase provides the key 
to those characteristics of a physical nature which serve as indices of the 
status of the area. Then the people who inhabit this geographical section 
IIU.St be understood in the light of the immediate setting in which they 
4 
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1.b.Dcticn in the daily rmtine or their lives, inorder with any degree of 
intelligence to hope to build upon the constructive resw.rces of the 
comrmmity to bring abou.t needed changes and so to increase the general 
efficiency of the oomnunity, for no ooiiiiiU.Ility is stronger than the 
citizenry who .canpose it. It is also of utmost importance to be fully 
cognizant of the existing organized life of the area and to be canpletely 
conversant as to the degree of service which existing agencies render the 
cnmrrunity inorder to be equipped with the scientific tools for determining 
the extent and character of its assests and liabilities. !y this method 
or evalu.atillg a ooamunity, the problems tend to be crystalized, thereby 
avoiding the pitfall of dilutic:u of efiort, and where the COIDIIIlnity 
machinery which formalates and executes its policies is inadequate, it will 
clearly indicate where the discrepancies lie and it will also point to 
ueasures which maybe enlisted in striving to reach a practical soluticn. 
Briefly stated this study aims at three specific purpcses namely: 
I. To study tm recreaticn needs of adu.l ts (eighteen 
years of age and over) in the light of their 
racial and i.mm&diate backgrCW'lds. 
2. To evaluate the recreation service being rendered 
in tbe cammmity and the degree of inter-
relaticnship between existing social agencies. 
3. To f orllllllate reo ommenda t iona in the light of the 
findings and also possible avenues of approach 
as to how this comnunity can be organir;ed so that 
it can more adequately meet the needs of the 
CCl!!mmi'ty for recreation far adults. 
-- - =#====~=================================== -~~ 
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CHA.PTER II 
(}ENER!L Dl!50RIPTION OF EAST :BOSTON 
A. Phy8ical Environment 
I i 1 1. T cpcgraphy: 
East :Bost en is situated at the conifluence of the Charles and Mystic 
rivers, the united currents at which sepa~te it !rom the City of :Boston. 
together with the waters of the Chelsea Creek and :Belle Isle Inlet. Being 
$11 island, it is limited in extent and somewhat restricted in its interests 
by its partial isolation tran all the surrw.ndiiiB' districts. The rapid 
-transportation lines ot this industrial era however brii:lg it close to 'the 
heart of the metr~olis. :Because ot its natu.ral isolaticn and its 
limited interrelations with the surrownding districts, East :Boston presents 
a unit in which there are man-y civic problems of pvel7 local import. 
East :Bost en now consists ot two islands which have been merged into 
me land area by filling in the lowlands and swamps which separated the two 
islands namely Noddle Island, now East :Boston proper, and :Breed's Island, 
now known as Orient Heights. ln this united site there are many natural 
elevations. :Breed's Island has two hills, one small, Shay's Hill, and 
the other large Orient Heights. Naldle Island contains six small elevated 
land sites, Jeffries Point, Eagle Hill, East and West Wood Island Hills, 
Harbor View and Pppe Street Hills. Of all of these hills, the highest, 
Orient Heights, is practically an absolute barrier to throagh streets from 
the s011thwest to the northeast. The land arcw:Jd the remainder of these 
elevations is practically level, mostly near high tide level. 
The area possesses distinct advantages in waterfront facilities which 
6 
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I have-b-ee_n_ instrumental in bringing many .industries to this coom,nity and 
which have been a major contribllting force in the popu.lation growth and 
trends of the commmity. These natural facilities have encouraged and 
hastened the developmEmt of the railroad and waterway transportation and 
rapid transit lines. The west shore along the Mystic and Chelsea rivers 
is occupied by small factories or industries such as coal, lumber and 
storage wharves, and headquarters for ship repairing and construction and 
dredging plants. The SO\lth shore along the main ship channels, is used 
tor the interchange and storage of rzaterials between the rail and water 
transports. tion lines, and the larger piers are used for transatlantic steam-
ship lines. s o these natural waterway facilities have serTed as the 
Dain causa..tive factor in the ultimate development of this island. 
2. Human c cnstru.ction: 
a. street .Patterns and Transportation 
In the de-velopment of a COIJIDIUlity the size, distriblltion, and inter-
(l ralaticn of its thoroaghta~es and accessible convenient approaches to it 
play a very important role. In ocmparison with other parts of Batton the 
min thoroughfares o! East Boston are fairly well designed and located. 
ben the is~and was purchased by the East Boston Canpany in 1833 one of the 
first and most important tasks confrCilti~~g its proprietors was the locatiaJ. 
1 of streets. The nQ-row and crooked streets of Boston served as a warnillg 
to these gentlemen, canse~ently they, with foresight, adopted a plan of 
streets which were mapped ou.t in straight lines with regu.lari ty and 
formity and were at that time of genercns width. 
It is interest~ to note the systematic procedure employed in namil:Jg 
thoroughfares of Naidle Island in those early days of its development. 
7 
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Streets rwming north and scuth were named to oanmemorate the towns that 
figured prominently in t m War of Independence, saratoga, Lexington, 
Treatc.., Princeton, Eutaw, and Bennington; those running west and east 
intersectionally of the ethers were named for heroes of the Revolution, 
Prescott, Putnam, Marien, and Brooks. s treats running to the southern 
docks where the transatlantic ships docked were named for E.Ul'opean Centers 
rL trade, namely Liverpool, Lc:ndon, ltavre, Paris, Venice, and Frankfert. 
In the northern sect ion of the island, which was inhabited mu.oh later, the 
streets bear the names of poets, Wordsworth, Chaucer, Bomar, Horace, 
Cooper, Colerid8e, Byron, and Moore. Then too the early residents were 
not forgotten, for tmre is Mavericks treet named for the first reeident 
(Mller, Jeffries st., so called for Dr. John .Jeffries who erected the 
second house en the island after the East Boston Caupa.D7 had pu.roh&•ed the 
~ea, and s 'U.IDDer S tree t, named for General sumner, one ot the is land • a 
famcus residents. 
There are six lines of exiatiiJg approaches to East Boston. For 
vahioles there is tls Sumner Tunnel !rem tl:s North End of Boston, and for 
vahiclea, pedestrians, and street oars there are two bridges trcm Chelsea; 
one which connects the western end of Meridian Street with Chelsea shares, 
and the other bridge whiQh joins the •stern part of Chelsea street with 
There is also a brid8e which connects East Boston with Revere 
a"t the northern eD,d at Bennington Stree"t in Orient Heigh"ts and which 
su.ppliea car line service; and ClD8 Joining Winthrop with East ,ijoston a"t 
t the eastern end at Saratoga s tree"t, in Orient Heights. The Boston, 
Revere Be-.oh and L,nn Railrcad is primarily a tb.J"ough line, but it has two 
stations located in East Boston, one Harborview Statica. at Moore and 
====#========================-~ ---· 
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Coleridge stree'iis, t.be other the Orient Heights s~tion. The present 
Dain line ot transportation is t m rapid transit line via the East Boston 
-tu.nne~ wh1oh has its terminal at Maverick Square, and this terminal is the 
central poi,nt from which all electric ca.r lines radiate through the 
cCIIIIDIUlity. These linea run 1I,P .Meridian Street to Chelsea, up Bennington 
s treat to Day S qua" where one line forks into Chelsea s treat to Chelsea 
and the other liM conti:rm.es up Bennington Street to Revere; up .Meridian 
Street where a line branches into L~ington Street and on up to Shelby 
Street and down this thorOQghta.re to Chelsea Street; another line runs 
east :from Maverick Squ.are down Maverick Street to Orleans Street and it 
con~inues down Orleans Street sou.th to Webster Street and alc:mg Webster 
Street east to Sumner street and contimes westward on Sumner Street to 
Orleans street and along the same rcute back to Maverick Square. These 
main traffic thoroughfares have at several points developed flourishing 
blsiness centers D.fJIISly, Maveric)t square, Central s q,uare, Day Square and 
the sou.thern end of Bennington Street near Central Square. 
b. Residences 
ot all of the hoDBS in this conmunity 28.8 per cent are owned and 
71.2 per cent are rented. The median value of the hcmes owned, which in-
cidentally tend to concentrate in the Orient Heightlf section, is ~5, 728• 
The median rental ot the hanes rented is $25.50. However the median rent 
values fluctuate sectionally fran $15.00 to ;jj;40.00~ In the Jeffries Point 
area arou,nd the wharves which extends eastward frcm :Maverick Square to the 
Air-:Port, the rentals are lowest, .and they are highest in Orient Heights 
which is the northern part or the island. 
There is no distinct predominance in the type of home in this area as 
9 
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34.1 per cent of tbe homes are one family dwellings, ~2.1 per cent are two 
:f'amily structures, and ~3.8 per cent are three or more family units. The 
predominant type of dwelling is the plain frame structure, although they 
vary all the way from small shabby, wooden structures to relatively modern 
brick hanas. There is, however, a prevalence of tenements with a store 
below. There are relatively few brick apartment h~ses, and 65.9 per cent 
or the houses at present contain two or more families. 
The housing problem in East .Boston is largely a tenement hcnse 
problem al tho~h there are nu.mercus single hous es an the hill at Orient 
Heights. T·here are now however a 1 arge number of three-family wooden 
frame hcnses, either old houses rebuilt or rather newly constructed three-
deckers. The Italians far whcm tenements were erected in the Jeffries 
Point section which area is bounded by Orleans Street on the west and 
Parter s treet on the north, are given four roans and a bath for approximate-
. . 
~ $15.00 and $18.00 a month, and this provides primarily a place for 
eating and sleeping~ and in maey if not in most instances, the parlor is 
u:sed for a •).eeping room and the kitchen bee anes the livi:rJg room. Little 
it' any space in the hou.se is given for leisure time pursuits by the 
Italians, as they have by long ancestral custon:s becoue adapted to living 
in limited q'QArters and to depending upon public places for their re-
creation. 
In East .Bost en fran tbe 1934 Census tracts there were 292 inhabited 
acres with 214 pers!llS per iJihabi~d acre, and this area was ·.-the fifth 
JII)St densely populated section in the entire city of Bos,ton. 
c. Recreation Centers 
( 1) Private Organizations 
10 
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Two types of private organizaticns fu.nctiai for recreation in the 
area. one is the independent club, of which there are a number, ranging 
greatly in formality of structure. The second type operating in the 
district are the churches which vary tremendw.sly in the degree o-f re-
creation which they are ey_uipped to offer to their parishioners. 
(a) Independent Clubs 
In cons ide ring the independent organizat iom of adults {eighteen 
years and. over) in the ca:nmu.nity that do not have a clearly defined re-
lationship to arJ3 institution in the secticn, they automatically include 
teams, grru.ps pursuing any one of the arts, and social clubs. There are 
eight such 011tstanding organizaticns; one drama society, 2 wcmen's sccial 
and educational clubs, Z men!s clubs one of which is particularly organized 
-for the promotion of athletics, and two associations both of which are 
~finitely banded tQgatbar for the specific purpose of improving their 
p1rticular neighborhood. _ The membership in each gr011p varies extensively 
from 15 to 100 members with a median membership of between 27 and 28 
mmbers. Three of' these organizations have monthly meetings, three have 
weekly meetings, and two have more frequent meetings of' an informal natura. 
(b) Clw'ches 
The degree to which churches can provide recreaticnal ou.tlets for the 
parishioners is relatively small, for the average church has neither the 
:facilities not available leadership. These two handicaps definitely 
limit and narrow the scope of recreation programs sponsored by the 
churches. Their endeavors are restricted to men's clubs, women's clubs, 
Girl Sccuts, ~nd Boy Scou.ts and occasionally athletic teams. 0£ the 
nineteen churches in East .Boston all have at least one of the above named 
11 
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clubs under their supervision. St. Jreeph's and the Star of the Sea 
Church, two Ranan Catholic Clm.rches, ~ve organized yomgmen's boWlillg 
teams. The Italian Chu.rch in Orient Heights has • drama sooiety of yQUJg-
uen and wcmen who meet in the old wooden parish ba.ildi.Dg in the spring, 
summer and early fall, but who have to disccntiml.e activities during the 
winter months due to the lack o:£ funds to heat the vacant parish hall. 
HOJrever when the weather permits the use or this buildiDg there are several 
parish grou.ps who utilize it. Then in the Jeffries Point section there 
are a number of athletic teams organized under the priests or MOlllt Carmel 
Chu.rch and also a band or 400 members. The recreation prqgram or most 
or the churches is distinctly negligible due to three causative factors 
(1) inadeq~te facilities (2} scarcity or leadership (5) lack or funds. 
(2) Public Agencies 
(a) Parks and Pla,ygrounds 
There are in East :Sost en a number of public open spaces most or which 
are controlled by the Park and Recreation Department; five public squares 
xamely :Belmont with 0.69 acres, Central with 0.92 acres, Maverick with 0.10 
acres, Prescott with o.2e acres, and Putnam with P.27 acres, making a total 
land coverage or 2.26 acres; one large park, Wood Island Park; and four 
playgrcund.s John L. Noyes Plqgromd in Orient Heights, the area ~etween 
Glendcm and Condor Streets, known as The American Legion Playground, a 
small area on Sumner street between Seaver- am Lamson Streets, and an area 
a1 Wellingtcm Street, the William Aerim. Playgrou.nd, between Porter and 
G018 Streets. 
Wood Island Park is a large area which is very well equipped and 
laid ou.t with sections set apart for men's, boys' and wcmen•s gymnastic 
12 
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groa.nds. It can serve the entire canaunity for day's ou.tings and can ~lso 
effectually serve as a local playgr amd for those people within a quarter-
mile radius, that is within easy walking distance. The other playgrounds 
being rather small in area cannot tnen adequately serve those living within 
a radius of one-quarter mile of each playground, if the mjority ot the 
population in tlat radius is wholly dependant upon. those areas for ita 
daily recreation. There are also mat:cy" sectiCilS for which there is no 
~blic gr~ available within reasonable walking distance. 
(b) Public ~ymnasium 
East :Best Cl1 has one public building for physical recreation, and that 
is the Paris Street Municipal gymnasium !lnd bath house. Its recreational 
~tivities as its name implies, are confined to athletics, and its 
gymnasium is in constant use. 
{3) C Clllnercial Recreation. 
The CCIIJil8rcial recreation of the camun.ity includes fou.r theatres, 
fifty-two taverns and drinking places, fou.r bowling alleys and approximately 
thirty pool rooms. 
one theatre is located on Meridian s treat just above Maverick Square, 
cne in Central square on :Benni.J:Igt on s treat, one in Central square on. 
MeridiiUl s treet, and the fourth theatre is in Orient Hei&hts on :Bennington 
street near saratoga Street. The inability to proc'\lre definite in-
foimation as to weekly ·attendance makes it impossible to determine the 
degree to which people in this cOI'JIIJUllity seek this form of recreaticm.. 
The fifty-two taverns and drinkillg places the majority of which -are 
concentrated ar~ Day, Central, and Maverick Squares suggest that perhaps 
drinki.Dg is a maJor term ot recreation in the oannnnity. 
13 
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The lD1JI8rou.s pool rooms are scattered throaghw:t the CCIIID:Wlity and 
otter enticing hang~t epots tor yoUQg men with excessive leisure. They 
are drab and ra.n down in appearance, and maJV' are located in the basement 
at hou.ses. 
3. Pb.ysical Characteristics as Indices ot the Status of the Area 
It the economic capacity at East Boston were to be judged by the 
mmber or churches and the financial investment which they represent, the 
area would be rated DllCh higher than the situation warrants. The general 
character ot the nineteen churches. 1n the district fr em the state or repair, 
more truly indicates the real facts. Only one church in the c crrm1ni ty 
fran its external tppearances seems to be fiOIU'ishing, and t~t is the 
Italian R anan Catholic Parish 1n Orient Heights, due undou.btedly to the 
:fact that the people ot this section belong to e. higher economic strata. 
The remaining six Catholic Churches are more cr less struggli~~g to 111•-' the 
current expenses or maintainillg the church and the parochial school. The 
major portion or the parishioners ot these churches are of Italian ex-
tracticn, and the prie_sts claim that the Italians still believe t~t the 
church should be maintained by the state as is the custom in Italy, and 
so they do not as a class strive to sapport the church financially. Since 
66.66 per cent of the populatia:L is Roman Catholic and only abou:t 20 per 
oent belong to protestant denominations, it is needless to point ou.t that 
these churches are also encounteri:ng financial dU'ficul'\iee. The 
general deteriorated appearance or the dwellings, the presence ot so few 
theatres in such a 1 arge area, and the very noticiable infrequency ot gas 
stations in the area suggest the true status of the COJIIDUD.ity~ 
14 
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4. Natural Histo~ o! the Area 
.East Bost en un!olds a rich history in the development o! this area 
and discloses startling changes in its growth. Its settlement dates back 
to the earliest accounts o! Massachusetts Bay, and its history includes 
mu1~ interest il:!g incidents both of a local and general character. 
King James the I of England on November ~. 1620 gave to the Ccu.noil 
of PlymQl th a grant of lands which included this area, and thereupon the 
Ccuncil of PlymQII.th on December 1~, 1622, gave to Robert .. Gorges and his 
heirs a part o! the main land am all of the islands around the 
»assachusett!S shcres. Captain Rd:lert Gorges died ~ 1628, and the land 
d$scended to Jam Gorges, hia eldest brother who in turn in January 1629 
gave to Sir William Brereton, of Halldforth in Ohester Cc:Unty Englalld and 
his heirs a part o! this land and also two islands lying . next the shore 
between Nahant and Charles River, the bigger island called Brereton (East 
Boston) and the smaller Susanna (Breed's Island now Orient Heights). 
Thus this larger o! the two islands was first called Brereton after 
the grantee.Sir William Brereton, however, never came to this country, and 
as it so often happens an estate is called by the name or a tenant in 
actual posaessicn rather than tmt of an owner who is a non-resident. 
Such was tb:'t case in this instant, for it was called Williams' Island, for 
a short time, after the family who occupied it as lessees. But the name 
by which the Island has been familiarly known from the earliest kno.ledge 
of it to the present time, has been Noddle's Island. There has been 
mch ccnJecture as to how the Island ac quired its si.Dgular name and althcugb. 
there has been no authentic reascn uncovered as to why it bore thie name, it 
is generally presumed that it acquired its naue from one of' the first 
1. 
1\ 
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settlers upon it, William Noddle. This latter name superseded_t_h_e-'------one--'------g-----'iT-----'e-1[ ---- --
to this island by Sir William .Brereton, and so this bigger isl.and which Sir ! 
.Brereton named for h~elf in 1629, was in the. following year officially 
called Noddle's Island by Governor Winthrop, from Us early former occupant. 
At this early periai the Island was frequented by waterfowl, pigeons, 
s,nd other edible birds and on this acccunt proved attractive to hunters. 
It was also used as pasture gramdS during the eummer months, for cattle, 
sheep, and horses ware transported from .Boston to the Island. It was also 
a favorite fishing gr~ for man and_ boys, and ma~ family picnics were 
held al.cxng its pebbly beach in those very early days. 
With the year 1633,~ hov.ever, commences a series of events which 
coiJStitutes an uninterru.pted narration abounding in historical interest. 
In 1633, thirteen years after the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, t ba 
General Ccu.rt granted to Samu.el Maverick the Island called Ncxidle with its 
633 acres of land and the surrounding marsh and nata to the low water 
Samuel Maverick paid one pig for this · tract of land, and annually 
he paid to Gorernor Wintbrop one fat hog or 40 shillings (ten dollars) • 
Samuel Maverick was a stanch E~iscopal.ian and. a firm royalist, and 
his efforts to obtain equal civil and religiw.s rights and privileges fer 
people of every religirus belief, subjected him to the coiJStant displeasure 
of the Colonial government under which he sutfered persecution and hard-
ship. He was distinguished for his hospitality, public spirit and heart,y 
cooperation in all efforts for the welfare of the coloey. His zealoa.s 
efforts to establish religirus freedom proved disaster ous for him. After 
the great Episcopalian controversy, Maverick sold N od.dle 's Island and took 
up residence elsewhere. As N cxidle Island was lODg the residence of' 
Maverick who identified himself with all efforts to obtain religi~s 
toleration and civil rights, so it fittingly became, after it :passed cut 
or his :possession, the refuge of' the :persecuted :Baptists. 
so Samu.el :Maverick who had established his hane on the Island for 
twenty-five years, finally sold it on July 26,1650 to Captain :Briggs of 
Barbadoes. r.L'he owners hi:p of' the Island pas sed through many hands unt 11 in 
1670 it became t b3 :pr q>erty of' COlonel Samu.el Shrim:pt on, and from this date 
tls title of' the Island is traced down thr wgh an uninterrupted line of 
:Oimily ownership, to 1 ts purchase by the East Bost m Ccmpaey-, more than 
160 years later. 
During the Revolutionary War this Island played a prominent part in 
one of the crucial battles. OnM~ 27, 1~75, three weeks before the 
battle of' Bunker Hill, the secand great battle of the War of Independence 
as fought on the shores of Noddle Island. The battle raged all day long, 
and finally the colonial~ with the aid of _GenerabJ Frescott and Warren, forcEd 
the British to beach a sloop on what is now Chelsea Creek and abandon the 
ship. They stripped the sloop of its gu.ns and burned it. This victory 
greatly heartened the colonials for they had defeated his Majesty's trained 
forces. lnfact many historians claim tmt only with the confidence and 
ga.n.e won in the battle of lf cxldle Island were the Minute men able to put u:p 
su.ch a r.stubborn resistance at :Bunker Hill three weeks later. 
In 1833 General \V . H. SUIIIler who succeeded to the title of' the Island 
from his mother Mrs. Elizabeth Hysop Sumner, wife of Governor SUI!IIler, 
cleared up all claims and titles to this land and for~d the East Boston 
Canpaey which was incorporated by the legislature of JvT.assac~n+setts on 
JJlarch 25, 1833, for the purpose of i.mproving Ncxldle 's Island. So the 
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~- r history -of Ea~t Bo~t <n, as forming an important part of the city praper,-
really begins with the formation of this Ccmpa:ey. 
I The Compa:ey immediately issued common stock and smrea, each smre 
,
1
. representing a half' acre. 
and building s i tea set of'f' and sold. 
Lands were reclaimed, streets were mapped out 
A.t the close of' 18~~ .one finds that 
streets and squares had been laid c:ut, wharves built, two dwelling hc:uses 
erected (Haynes and Jeffries); a large and elegant hotel, the Maverick 
Hw.se had been canmenaed; the East Boston Wharf Compaey had started 
qperatio.ns; a ferry had been established; a petition had been prepared tor 
a free bridge to Chelsea; and land had been sold to the amc:unt of' 80,000 
feet for the East Bostcn Timber Ccmpaey. The character of East Basten 
was rapidly being molded. 
f rcgress continued at the same amazing pace. May 27, 18~5 formed 
an important epoch in the history of the island, for on this day the ferry 
boats East Boston and Maverick COIIUlenced their regu.lar trips between the 
Island and the city and thus established a means of' intercourse between 
the two places. On this day also tm 14Averick House, one of' America's 
finest hotels in thOse days, opened its doors, and around it centered the 
social life of 1ihe community far many years. The "Niagra", a 460 ton 
1
1
1 
square rigger from the ways of' Bro.m., Bates, and Delano was laUilChed 
September 24, 18~5, and tMs event marked the dawn of' a new era in the 
world coameroe. Henceforth the speed of s quare riggers marked the success 
c£ the Yankee traders, for they were always 1ihe first to reach tm rich 
uarkets of the Orient and barter for the choices-t business. A. hundred 
1 ships followed 1ihe Niagra down. the ways of East Boat en's master ship 
!I 
builders such as Samuel Hall and Donald McKay. The famous clipper ship 
II 
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the "Flying Clou.d" desigried by DaJ.a~d McKay was the fas-test ship of the 
sailing era. The billowing clouds ot canvas of these sailing vessels 
v.ere caught by the fcur winds carrying the name am tame ot East Boston to 
t.be tar corners of the earth. Wherever the tides of the seven seas 
•shed upon the shores of ccmmerce, East Boat en was considered the Ship 
Mart of the World. 
In 1838 the Eastern Railroad made East Boston its Boston Terminal, 
giving it a valuable rail comecticn with the other great canmercial port 
of those daya Salem. Another important c amect ian with Chelsea was made 
by the erection of the Chelsea Free Bridge. Then in 1839 the Cu.nard LiM 
adopted East Bost an as its Terminal, and has maintained it ever since. 
The establishment of this line of British steamers between Liverpool and 
Boston had a powerful influence upcn t be ccm:nerce, prosperity, and ccn-
sequent growth of this Island. Tba impetus given to trade by opening 
this channel of intercou.rse between these two mtions was tremendrus. 
The Reservoir holding five and em half million gallons of water was 
started in 1848 and completed in 1850, costing $30,000 less than the half 
million dollars estinated. lfhe East Boston Dry Dock was opened in 1853, 
and in 1856 another c amect 1Dg 1 ink to the min land was realized, the 
Meridian Street Bridge joinir.~g East Boston to Chelsea. 
In the shcrt span of twenty~tcur years East Bost en had become a 
Sllbstancial residential and prospercus commercial CC!JliiWlity, tor in the 
year 1857, there ware 1,879 dwellings, 11 churches, 10 schools, and 5 fire 
engine cc:mpanies. Most of the 16,618 residents worked in the 24 factories 
and mills, or in the 76 wareha.lSes and 77 stables. With the nourishing 
shipping business, wealthy sea captains and ship builders erected beautiful 
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brick mansions on Webster Street and soon this street became the centre of 
wealth and refiDement on the Island. It was the .Beacon Hill section or 
those days. 
East Boston continued its position in tbe vaDga.ard of progress. In 
January 1871 it had the distinction of opening the first public branch 
library in the United. States, if not in the world, at 37 Meridian Street. 
The increased demand for piers on the open harbor am the industrial 
prosperity of the island brought 1n. its wake an influx of people which 
rapidly created overcrowding in the older section around the wharves. In-
order to accomodate the expanding population, marsh areas were filled and 
utilized, and Breed's Island was added to the district. Then with the 
advent and development of steam railroads and the later completion of the 
Eas"t .Boston tunnel, the first under-water tunnel in the world, urban can-
ditions spread rapidly into East Boston. This residential suburb with 
gardens and pleasant homesteads on tm hills was quickly transformed into 
tenement house districts as the demand for cheap immigrant labor increased. 
With the diminishing suburban character of the area, and the decline in 
ship-building which lessened the demand for skilled labor, its prosperou.s 
citizens migrated from its soil. So the evolutionary process began. As 
the population changed, so the property changed hands, and the stately old 
honses were remodeled to hold several families, and to provide cheap 
hou.sing facilities. Then the great improvement in the lines of trans-
portation which connected this area with the heart of the city attracted 
still more residents who cou.ld live cheaply in East .Boston and find em-
ployment in the city proper. 
With the phenomenal growth of industry in the wharf section and the 
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demand for cheap immigrant labor, with the accessibility of more attractive 
residential areas due to the tunnel and other modes ot transportation. and 
with the gradual decline in ship-building which decreased the demand for 
skilled labor, the character and prestige together with the. population 
underwent great changes. So to-day this one-time privileged area, 
settled by prosperou.s business men and bankers fran Bos ton, and Sea-captains 
and leaders in local industries, and followed in turn by Irish, Canadians, II 
and Scandinavians, later by Jews and Italians, has been transformed 1n 
East Boston proper to an area of great overcrowding in which the stresses 
and strains of adjustment to life are severe. In the cycle of one century 
the area has attained the heights of prosperity and has slide with 
rapidity into the chasm of economic instability. 
B. The; People of the Area 
1. Nationalities 
sana of the descendants of the American citizens who settled in East 
Boston in its early development stil~ form a part of the community, but an 
extremely small part, and their influence is relatively negligible • 
Immediately following these first settlers there was a marked influx of 
Irish population who for a long time predominated in the community life. 
To-day they bave declined greatly in number althw.gh they still oontinu.e to 
exert a controlling influence due to the prominence of the more successful 
members in Local politics. law. medicine and business. :!Yiany Canadians 
have been attracted by thB waterfront activities and by some forms of 
JIIUlufaoturing, and they farm a part of the present popu.latia1, but they 
do not appea r as an important fact cr in the JUblic activities. A. fair 
mmber of P ortuguese and sODe Scandiaqians .have been drawn to this secticm 
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by the waterfront industries. 
s inca the beginning or the twentieth century there has been two 
\ Drked movem;,nts into East Boston. The first was largely Jewish, the 
second was Italian. The Jewish col~ started at Jeffries Point, It in-
cre(J.sed greatly in number tor a time, but then gradually decreased as maJ:V' 
T 
c:L the more successful moved out of the district. HOI'ever during their 1
1 
tenure they exerted a somewhat depressive influence an the coDIDWlity, for 
in the main they were traders, small store-keepers, junk dealers and 
tailors who sought low rents and who apparently did not attempt to keep up 
the character of their neighborhood whiCh became dirty and unattractive. 
But as they accumnlated more of this earth's worldly riches, they moved 
awe.y so t . .hat to-day they are relatively small in number, and the reDBinder 
ot the Jewish OolO!l1' which was originally located at Jeffries Point bas 
migrated to the Chelsea street district and has given away to the Italians 
at the Point. 
In 1905 or thereab~ts there was a great influx or Italians to the 
island who were attracted by the low rentals, pleasant open spaces and BU.Iley' 
gardens on Jeffries Hill. They crossed frcm the North End in large IIWDbers 11 
and bought property and established permanent ha:oes in East .Boston. This 
migration became extensive, and to-day they form an important factor in the 
canrm:mity as they have spread over muCh of the territor;,. The entire 
Jeffries P oint section is now teeming with Italians, and they have also 
formed a col~ on the eastern slope of' Eagle Hill and another on Breed's 
Hill. The settlement on llreed' s Hill in Orient Heights is made up chiefiy 
of property owners who can a!f ad to bu.ll d more ax tens i ve homes. In tact 
the Italians in the older sect ian of the island as soon as they becoue mcme 
I 
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bJ' them an upward step in the s CDial ladder. In general the I~alians 
appear to have prospered in East :Boston and have greatly improved their 
condition c.r living. 
The ce~s data reveals several interestiiJg and i.aq)ortant fac~s. Of 
the 62,365 pe cple in the area, approximately one-third 19, 663 are fore 1gn 
bom. S ixty-eight (68.7)per cen~ of the 13,675 families, however, have 
hEBds who are foreign born. Italian ( 5, 504), Canadian ( 1, 207), and Irish 
(4.51), a total of 71 162, accamt for 82..8 per cen~ of the foreign born 
population. To these are added 275 Newfounilmders, 216 Portuguese, 205 
Exglish, 173 Russian, 84 P olish. 82 Ncrwegian, 78 Greek, 66 Swedillh1 60 
German, 57 Scotch, 49 Lithuanian, 43 Finnis .b, 21 Dani!h, 20 Frenoll, 15 
Rumanian, 10 Aws~rian, 8 Syrian, 6 Turkish, 5 Welsh, and -4 Armnian. 
Twenty-two ( 22.3) per cem of t .ts heads of families are native born at 
foreign parents, and eight ( 8.8) pat" cent are native born of native parents .I 
since a large percentage of the fore:i8n barn popu.laticn has been 
restricted to between 25 and 35 years experience in this c <Wltry, it is not 
au-prising to note that 41 138 parsons 10 years of age and over cannot read 
or write. This constUutes approximately 25 per cent of the ~otal foreign 
b~n population. Aliens still canpose about 48 per cent of the foreign 
bOrn population 21 years of age and o..er. 8,4.28 or approximately 47 per 
cent have become naturalized, and an additi cnal 2, 336 pers ens have taken 
~t their first papers. 
Of the total popula tion of 621 365 persms,. 391 919 range in age fran 
II : )'&aro 1io 62 )'&ars or form aba11i l ,oos or 21 par cam ara 18 ;years 
~ -:1 . 
65~ of the population. Of this number 
to 27 years of age. 
:I 
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2. Qccupat ions 
Aa, might be s~pected unskilled workers predominate in the population; 
tmre being of the 2~,092 potential workers approximately 12,100 unskilled 
laborers, and 8,0~2 skilled laborers. Some of the workers are enployed in 
the oomnvm1ty, but mazv, if not most of them, work in the city proper or 
in ou.tlyiDg districts. Cen8\ls findillgs reveal 97 gainful workers per 100 
families in the area. The total number of gainful workers unemployed in 
19~4 was a, 666, that is ~7 .5 per cent of tle tota~ muaber accust«Qed to 
work at gainful occupations. Tm distribution of unemploymnt between male 
and female wcrkers discloses 6,820 men 0\l.t of work and 11 846 wcmen withcut 
employment. The 7, 996 men fully employed aDi 1, 847 men ei~gaged in part-
time private employeent are recorded as working, distributed ae f~llows, in 
the twenty-two fields of work ou.t of the thirty-five fields recorded in 
which the maJority of the world:ng population are eiJgaged; :Bu.ildiJJg 
Ind~try, 1,197; Wholesale and Retail Tzade except automobiles, 1,196; 
Transportation Caomunications other than street and steam railroads, 991; 
Iron and s teel Industries, 550; Shoe Factories, 378; Public Service, 369; 
Food and Allied Industries, 329; Domestic and Personal Service , 289; 
~faoturing Industries, 277; Agriculture, :V'orestry ani Fishing, 270; 
Clothing Industry, 238; Ccnstruction ani Maintenance of, Streets, 171; 
Professional and Semi-Professional Service, 170; Printing, Publishing and 
Engraving, 165; 'rext Ue Industry, 155; Lumber and Furniture Industry, 153; 
Steam Railrcads, 149; Hotels alld Restaurants, 146; Rubber Factories, 114; 
Chemical and A.ll ied Ind.ustr ies, 107; Telegraph and Telephone 104; and 
Bakeries, 92. The mjor port ion of the 2,675 fully employed and 743 
partially employed wcmen are engaged in the followiDg work; Vl holesale 
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1 and- Reta: l : •• ~ except aut~biles, 339; Food ::d-~l~ied Industries, 338; 
il Clothing Industry, 275; Manufacturing Industries, 240; Telegraph and 
11 Telephone, 210; Professional and S emi-Pro:fessio.nal service, 142; Textile 
II il IndUstry, 140; Dcmestic and P ersonal Service, 138; Shoe Factories, 125; HotEi.J 
1\ and Restaurants, 101; and Rubber Factories, 99. There are also 1,114 men 
I and 40 wcmen who are ten:q>oraily employed on government projects. 
II 
3. Family Li!e 
The age and sex distributicn o:f the population of East :Best an is 
typically that of an immigrant working class area. The sexes are aboa.t 
equally divided, and the bulk of the population, 58 per cent is under 35 
years of age. Those under 20 years of age ace amt for almost half .of the 
population (42 per eent), and those between the ages of 19 to 38 years :form 
32.2 per cent of tha entire population, and those from 39 years to 58 ,-ears 
compose 20.9 per cent of the popu).ation. There are 131 675 families 1n East 
:Boston with a median size of houaehold of 4.8 pers ms, ranging :from 626 I 
families consisting of a single person to 430 families of 10 or more persons.
1 
S ize of Hcusehold 
East Bcston 
One person Two to li.w.r Five to Seven Eight to Nine Ten or 
parsons in family pers ens persons more 
The m:\ri tal status af' the population 15 years of age and over reveals 
a low divorce rate of less than one per cent, a widowed rate of 5.4 per cent, 
37.9 per cent single, and a balance of 56.3 per cent married. 
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TABLE I 
MA.lUTA.L STATUS 
Male 
·Single Married Widowed Divorced 
East Bostcn 22% 28.4% 1.4% .'4 
Boston 20.4% 25.3% 2.21% 3.6% 
Female 
S ingle Married Wid Oiled Divorced 
East B ost an 15.~ 27.r:l/> 4'/, .'4 
Bostcn 19.6% 25.1% 5.96% 5.2~ 
Family lite is handicapped in many ways. Q bsolescence of dwellings, 
madequate provision for heat, overcrowding and lack of privacy, un-
emplo.yment, the large number of taverns which points to alcoholism, and the 
:inevitable conflict of the foreign bgrn parents with their American born 
children all play their part in placing strain and stress upon tbe family 
life of these peqple. 
East Boston 
Boston 
~E II 
TYPX OF DRLLDJG 
l Family Dwelling 2 Family Dwelling 3 or more Family 
Dwellillg 
An illustration of the way in which congestion has been produced in 
the a amnm1ty my be seen almost anywhere on Jeffries Hill or Eagle Hill. 
Originally a single frame h~e occupied each lot, but as the district 
dBteriorated the dld houses were 8Ubdivided until they were really tenements 
holding fou.r or five f amilies. In such crarded liviJlg conditions privacy 
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is impossible and recreation in tm houe is unknown. The physical in-
adequacy of these homes forces the yw.th to seek recreaticn cutside of the 
haue. 
4. Eo anomie Status 
The econanic status of the people of East :Booton has been implied in 
the preceding part of this survey. The median rental for the area is 
$25.50. However when this median monthly rental is broken down section-
ally, one gets a clearer picture of the area economically. In the 
district boanded by :Perter Street on the north, the scuthern end of 
:Scrder Street to Cenval Square an the west and lllarginal Street on the 
scuth, the rental of dwellings is $15. to $20. ; in the section north of 
this latter dist:ict to :Boardman street the rentals range f'rom $ 20. to $25 
per month, and the rentals in O.rient Heights jump to :f'rom $30• to $40,. 
monthly'. 
The tuberculosis death rate in the area is the fifth highest in the 
City of :sooton, 114 death per 100,000 papulation as compared with 50 in the 
higmst economic area of the cit7• 
TA:BLE III 
TUBERCULOSIS IN :BOSTON AND EAST :OOSiOH 
A.V.ERA.GE FOR Fam YEABS, 1930 - 193Qr 
( 2) 
Health and Tuberculosis 
Vielfare Area Total ( 1) New Cases Deaths 
Populaticn Number Rate Number Rate 
Boston 774,470 4,545 146.7 58.0 
East Bost en 62,365 114 
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( 1) - R~tes based on 1934 enumeraticn of populatic:n from "Sooial Statistics 
1
1 
by Census 'l1racts in Ba:~ ton', 1935 
(2) - Figures fr -an the Bost m Health Depa rtment. 
The infant mortality rates in East Bcetm shoo a certain degree of 
consistency year by year. Here again it is faun tblt the c cmnuni ty has 
the fifth hig~st infant mortality rate in the city, with a death rate of 
00.4 per cent per 1, 000 births as compared with. 39.7 per cent in the 
district having tm lowest infant mortality rate. 
TABLE IV 
> 
I ----------------~------------------------------11 ll-J 
Number of Nuni>er of D~th Rate per 
Births Deaths 12 000 Births 
Health and (2) 
Welfa re Area 1933 1933 1933 
:Boston 12,179 717 58.9 
East Boston 1,126 68 60.4 
--------.1 
( l) - Figu.res fran :Boston Heal tb. Department. 
1111 (2)- "Sooial Statistics by Census Tracts in Boston", 1935, p. 20. 
The census dat• dl.scloaes an interesti~g i'ao1i in regard to the number 11 
or radics in the c_~ity. Of the 13,675 families in the entire area, I 
Cllly 6,425 families possess a radio set, which is significant in that s in.ce 
radios can be purchased so cheaply to-day, t.bey are not considered a luxury. 
Since the ownershi:p of a radio does not. signify an economic advantage, it 1\ 
li 
:Ls s-ingu.l.ar that there are so few in the area. 
I 
Harever the real index ot the economic status of the island is I 
startlingly revealed by the employusnt status of' the pOIW.atiCll as gathered 
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I 
I 
from the 1934 liassachuaetts Census of Unemploymsnt. Of the total number 
of 23,092 potential workers, a, 666 were totally uneM;Ployed, 1,154 were I 
\l 
temporarily employed en government pro.,iects, and 2, 601 were ally partially I 
I 
I This ID38.ns that 37.5 per cent of the employable population are 11 
'lm8Dlployed, and a per cent are Ql go.ernmem projects. In the Jeffries 
Point sect icm. is f'wnd the highest degree of memployment, 1, 711 011t of 
work, 24.7 on goverDDent projects and 609 partially ~mployed; the second 
highest il"aa is that bcunded by Prescott Street on the s011th and Swift 
Stree.t on the north, haviilg 1,063 unemployed, 139 on government projects, 
I 
and 274 in part time employm3nt. However this state of unemployment is I 
scattered throughoo.t East Bost Ql proper and Orient Heights, as the district I 
:In which there exists the lowest degree a! unemployment is that which is 
bounded by Porter Street on the sru.th, Be~tm Street on the west, 
Prescott Street on the north and Bremen Street on the east, and here one 
finds 458 unemployed, 42 on government projects, and 86 partially u.n-
employed. 
The Family Welfare S cciety has 229 families ru.t at the 13,675 
this agenq is H.}'de Park with 3.5 per cent, and the lowest is North 
Dcrchester with .a 
I 
I 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE Y 
II 
I 
BATIO OF JLJOB SERVICK Cii.SES OF FAMILY WELFARE SOCIETY 
'ID POPULATION I 
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(1) 
Health and 
Welf'are Area 
(2) 
Families 
.Famlly Wttlfare s ociety 
Oaseet . 
Per cent 
Number of Families 
(Emlusive of S Olth) 
( End A.rea ) 
178,747 3,080 
East Boston 13,675 229 
( 1) - F:lgu.res for the S 01th End, in which trere were 554. cases, are 
anitted from this table a,s truly comparable figures cannot be 
obtained because of the. presence of large mmbers of roollli.ng 
h.Ollses. For a fu.ll discussion of this point see "Social 
Statistics in Boston", 1933, p. 23. 
( 2) - Figures from the 1934 :Massachusetts Census of U~uployment. 
The unemployment problem in East Bostm as in other canmunities has 
struck poi.g.ruultly at the you:th c:L the area. Of the 3,261 you.ng people 
bet-.een the ages of 18 and 20 years, 64.4 per cent or 2,100 are wi th01t 
snpl oyment. 
TABLE VI 
UNEJ4PLOD4&N'l' - JAWARY 1934 
P opu.la ti en 18 - 20 years 
Total llale Female 
East :Boston 3,261 1, 632. 1,629 
Booten · 38,386 18,533 1~, 853 
Unemployed Number 18 - 20 years 
Per cent 
Total Male Female Total ll&le Female 
East Bost .aJ. 2,100 1,169 931 64.4 71.6 57.1 
Boston 16,496 8,750 7,746 42.9 47.2 39.0 
jl 
1! 
I 
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so from these statistical indices and the general physical 
charaQterhtics of this comrmmity as dis9ussed :ln the preced.i:og part of 
this study, one .is c o:nTinced that this is a c oJIIDWJi. ty Of 1 imi ted ec anomie 
advanta.ge. 
TABLE VII 
EIAPLODiiEN! STETUS OF FOPULA!IOB: 
BY CENSUS TRA~-JANUARY 2, 19~ 
Tra.ct Total Pop. P at;ent ia:t, W ~ kers Not Seeking 
~ 
~ 
~ 
EmploymSnt 
~ No. No. ... "' ri No. 
E. Bc:ston 62,365 ~,092 57.0 59~273 63.0 
Total ) 
Boston) 774,470 100 337.067 . 43 ~5 437,403 56.5 
-
5. Mobility 
The populaticn trends in East .Boot m have not fluctuated to any great 
perceptible degree a1thcugh in the city of' Boston there has been a distinct 
D¥>Vemell:t away frQII. the heart of the metropolis to its 011ter fringes. 
However East Boston has undergone b\lt little change since 1920. 
TABLE VIII 
POPULATION TRENDS IN BOSl'ON BY .HEi.IJm AND WELFARE A.RE&.S 
1920 - 1930 - 19~ 
F:lga.res for 1920 and 1930 from Unitecl States Census; 
:for 1934 :from liiassachusetts Census of Unemployment 
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I 
Health and Total po~laticn 
Welfare Area 
1920 1930 1934 
:Bosta~. 748,060 778,976 774,470 
East Boston 60,778 59,242 62,365 
Health and Imrease or Decrease in P opala 1i i en 
Welfare A.rea 
Number Per cent 
1920. 1930.. 1920- 1930-
1930 1934: 1930 1934 
:BCBtcn 30,916 4,508 4.1 o.6 
East :B oet en 1,5~6 3,123 2.6 5.3 
Certain force• und~btedly cperate to maintain thiB stabilization of 
1he populat icn namel.7; the lOif rentals, pr~imity to work in the heart of 
the city, and the still UJldeveloped aecticns in Orient Heights where theBe 
who bec<a more prosperOWJ mgye to ou.t of the crowded dietricts of the 
6. Organized Life of .the Area and Oenters of COIDDIU1ity .Life 
~be discuseicn here will be confiDed to: (a) local interest groups 
not dealt with earlier and, (b) inter-group organization. 
a. Looal Interest Groups 
I 
( l) Lodges and s m iet ies 
'l!he c~racter of the camrunity and its changes are 
portrayed in the several natioaa~ organizatiaos which are to be found on 
the islam. The once ~StrCI'.Ig ~d floa.rishing orders at the »aeons, Eastern 
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Star, Odd Fellows, Daughters of Rebecca and the Parkman CaDIIBndery have 
been slowly becomillg more and more decadent, until to-day the greater part 
at their ever decreasing membership is drawn trom outlying commanities such 
as Everett, Winthrop, and Rev~re. Now one' finds that these orders have 
bsen superseded by the Knights ot Columbus, the Daughters of Isabella, the 
Moose, and the s ens of Italy which organizatic:ms . are large and powerful. 
With t ~ distinct predominance of Italians in the OaDBI.Ulity it is natural 
that the largest organization wruld be the S ws of Italy and its Auxilary 
as there are siX lodges of this order in the area. The Amrican Legion 
with its two posts and Auxilary in the district CQilplete the picture. 
(2) Politics 
East BcstQl falls 1Jithin Ward 1, and it walld appear 
that historically Ward 1 is a Democratic Yard. It might also be con-
cluded !ran the IDallY small political clubs in the conmunity that political 
-.ctivities afford a recreat icnal Ql.tlet !or the. pecple. 
A..lthcu.gh Italians predominate in the population,. it is 
interesting to note that the cqd>ined vote of the other racial groa.pe ou.t-
mmber the Italian vote approximately 12,000 to a,ooo. so the large 
Italian contingent are slightly in the minority in regard to voting franchisE • 
This is due priDIJ.rily to the small percentage _ of the adult foreign born 
populatiQl that is naturalized and eligible ilo vote. 
As coe delves into the history of this island a very 
poignantly revealing incident is uncovered. The first public celebration 
<n the island was held an July 4, 1833, and was celebrated by the 
Washington S miety which was a political organization. So apparently the 
seede o! the character of this ccmmmity were sown in these early daye, for 
I 
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to-day it has a very definite and oatstanding political tinge. It is a 
stor~ political arena where everyone actively assists in the c~ 
cocting ot Jll.lme~<:Wi' political broths at one natu.re or another. Then 
these political c CllC octers never bury their axes ot differences ot opiniCil, 
bl.t keep them Ol1t in readiness to sharpen the blades when an opportunity 
al evening the score presents itself. 
This coiiii7,Jilllity with its DI1JI2rous politica). !actions 
lacks a coordinated or unified approach to its political problems, and due 
to the jealous, pugnacious tendencia:s or these variQUI !actions, it is 
ditticult tor this district to achieve any con:erted action. 
( 3) Delinquenc.r 
Eut ,ijost Cll is known as havizlg the third highest 
deU.nquency rate in the city ot Boston with a juvenile del~qu~ncy rate 
par 1,000 children in popu.latiCil 7-16 years ot age ot 37.9 as against 17.9 
tor the entire city ot Boston. Caretul examination ot spot maps sharing 
delinquents by place of residence reveals a high degree of' c oncentra ticn 
1n the Jeffries Point sectiCil, and around Jifaverick and Central Squares 
and the scuthern end ot :Benni~ton Street. Althru.gh it was impossible 
statistically because o:C the inability to procure the data to breakdom 
this blanket percentage ot juvenile delinquents into the constituent t~s 
al delinquent ofte~es, yet in talking with the Police Captain, he 
estimated that vandalism was the highest type of' of'tense, w1 th petty 
thievery second highest. There are mny !actors which have a bearing 
upon the incidence of delinquency in this COQDDm1t.y. The neighborhood 
attitude toward delinquency is expQUided in the belie! that the ills ot 
childhood will cure themselves. The presence ot nearby tU~ptations tends 
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to provide channels of ama.sement Olltside of the law in destructive glee, 
and the crowded tenements where there is no room for recreation Dlilkes the 
company of tha corner gaDg and the pool roan crowd more attractive than 
the heme. The relatively sell number of wholesone leisure time cutlets 
encourages the pursuit of escapades in search of excitement; and poverty 
breeds temptaticns to petty ' 'tihefts of various kinds. H cusehold c OXJgest i en, 
low incaoo levels, and tm lack of adequate recreational facilities are 
crime - c ondi t i oning. The physical deterioration which characterizes 
this area is undou.btedly instrumental in cau.si~ the high delinquency 
~tes. 
b. Inter - Group Organizaticn 
I 
There exists ~t present no inte.r-grcup organizaticn as 
su.ch in the c cmmu.ni ty. The lodge.s of the S ws of Italy in the district 
have a grand delegate to the Boston C Ol.D' il of this order, which comes 
:rearest to being of a nature of inter ... group organization, but this is con-
fined to~ a single nationalit7 group. The East Boston Women's Club, an 
arganizaticn ccmposed of two hundred waran, draws its membership fran all 
levels of society on the islan.cl. and so naturally has among its nu.mber, 
women from other social clubs, and fran ne.tiCilal societies. A..lthough it 
embraces all w anen' s groil.ps in the oommu.nity in its membership, yet 
strictly speaking it is not an inter-grcup organization, as membership in 
cne organization oftentimes naturally merges into another larger grou.p. 
There was, har.rever, a :few years ago, an East loston Ccuncil 
of s cc ial A.gencies which had representat i ve.s of all case work agencies, 
grcnp-work agencies, visiti~ nurses, the libraries and the churches. This 
group held mcnthly luncheon meeti~a and diacussed the problems of the 
community, but gra~ally it disintegrated, until a.t this present time the 
crganizat ion is no longer in existence. 
Then there was the Joint Planning Canmittee which was 
canposed of the leB,ding citizens of the carmunity, doctors, lawyers, 
:funeral directors, hea,ds of organizatiotlS, ministers, librarians, editors 
or the island's leading newspapers, a,nd social workers. This grou.p held 
monthly meetiiJg& but proved to be ineffective largely because no 
successful acticn was attained according to several of its members. One 
ooserver stated that it was a discuasicn gr cup which solved the problems 
of the canmnnity en paper. S o this grcu.p due to the fact that it was 
not noo.rished with a little successful action now and again, disintegrated 
two years ago and joined the ghoots of' other worthy but unsuccessful en-
deavors. 
c.East Booton as a Natural s ooial Area 
Three conclus icns emerge as one reviews the data presented 
in the body of' this chapter and c<llsiders them in ralation to the mterial 
presented. 
(1) East Boston is a natural area. It has a long history 
and its developmeut; has f'ollowed a typical pa,ttern and seq,uence 
characteristic of areas lccated, as it is looated with reference to the 
b!art of the civ e.nd its ONU na.tural waterway facilities. 
(2) East :Sostcn is an isolated B,rea. It is isolated 
physically du.e to topographical factors and physical barriers, and it tends 
to~rd partial cultural isolaticn due to a relative de:tioiency in radice 
and to its restricted economic capacity. 
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(3} .Kast ::Bost<n is a transitia1al area. It has undergone 
radical change, and it will likely continue to do so. Physicl41 de-
terioration and social demoralization are gradually gaining ground. As 
the city sweeps c:utward, less favored grw.p&J, ec onanically speaki.Dg, will 
re attracted 'j;o this cainrmutity, add~ little to the resoa.rces of the 
district. 
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crutPr:l£R II I 
THE RECR:iliA.TIUNAL AGENCII:.S - 1l'HEIR PROGR.AliiS AHD 
ADULT PARTICIPATION 
Organized Adult Recreation Work in the. District 
An analysis o! Qi~ of the seven -gencies providing recreation in ~a 
area shows a t dial registration of 2,020 persons enrolled between the ages 
· c£ 18 through. 50 ,ears. The following agencies offer these recreational 
pJ.rsuits in East :Sosli Ole 
Trinity Neighborhood H<nse (private) 
Goodwill Neighborhood Reuse (private) 
East :Sost 01 s ceial Canters. (private) 
Central Square Center 
Marginal Street Center 
Jetfries- Point :B~' Cl:u.b 
Barnes Evening School Center (public) 
A.dult Recreation Project of' W.P.A. (public) 
. Statistics on the extent ot: recrea t icm.al service to the area at the 
preeent time pertain only to adults. Since the Adult Recreation Project 
conducts its classes in f'~r private agency headquarters, and in the two 
p1blic buildings, their figures will be given according to the specific 
classes meeting in these various institutions. Then also the limited 
and restricted quarters in which these grou.ps are hOQBed IDilSt be taken into 
consideration when the per cent of adults actively participating in 
relation to tbe ._otal , mmber of adults U.v ing in a one-half mile radius of 
the agency where the classes are held is given. The per cent of the 
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total. mmber or adults enrolled in clubs and classes in the Marginal Street 
Center is figa.red on the basis of the t(lltal nuniber of wanen in the 
neighborhood as this agency W'CX'ks priQ.rily with the female sex. and 
I 
correSP-ondingly the per cent of the tota.l number of adults actively par-
ticipatiJJg in grm.po in the Jeftx'ies Point Bq1s' Club is figured in ratio 
to the number of' mn in the ne.ighborhood.. The mmber of active members 
compiled in age gr01.ps of agencieSc (1) providing recreation are presented 
bel Oil: 
TABLE IX 
Approximate 
Recreational &~ency JJo. of Adll.l ts Per cent of Total (2) 
Re~orted A.ct.ive Adnlts 18-25 ~ars 
Number· of pe::s ems· 18-25 zears: 
Trinity Neighborhood HQ1Se 75 6 
Central Square Center 240 40 
Karginal street Center 40 1 
Jeffries Point :Boys' C:mb 3 1 
:Barnes Evening School Oenter 278 32 
Adult Recreation ProJect 16 1 
Trinity NeighborhOOd HOlse 
(2 drama gr011ps) 
Barnes EVeni~~g School CEil.t&r 
( 2 Lea. ther classes) 18 2 
J effr 1e s Point B OJ'S ' Club 
(Rea, ding and Game R can) 112 27 
(Leather Class) 20 5 
Libra.ry 
(Rea.di:ng and Game Room) 93 7 
(1) One agency did not fill · oa.t the schedule 
(2) Pel'centa.ges are computed fran figures on population 18-50 years within 
me balf-mile radius of each agency as given by agency executives · 
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Recreational AgeMy 
Nwnber at Jlf!l"S Ql8 25-~5 years : 
TriJli ty ll e18hbarh ood H 01se 
Central square Center 
)4argin&l Street Center 
J ef'frie s Point B o.p ' ~ lu.b 
Barnes EveniJJg School Center 
Adult Recreation Project 
Central Square Center 
(61oheatra) 
(Needlecraft) 
Marginal Street Center 
(Needlecrt;&ft) 
Jeffries Point Bqya' Club 
( Ret;&ding and Game Room) 
(Lec-ture) 
Barnes Eveni!lg School Center 
(Needlecraft) 
Library 
(Reading and Game Rcom) 
(Choru) 
Recreatioml Agency 
Number ot pe:u011.e $-50 yea1'B : 
Trini~ Neigtl.borhood HQ1sa 
CEI1tra1 square Center 
Marginal s treat 0 er1ter 
Jeffries Poini> B ClV'$ ' C lu.b 
No. ot Adults 
Reported Active 
TABLE Xl 
60 
60 
52 
0 
106 
10 
15 
6 
56 
75 
8 
25 
11 
N 0. Of Adults 
Re;ported .lctive 
0 
20 
16 
0 
Approximate 
Per cent of ~otal 
Adults 2~~5 y~rs 
5 
5 
7 
0 
16 
2 
6 
2 
16 
21 
2 
4 
2 
A];lproxi~te 
Per cent of Toi>al 
Adults ~5-50 years 
5 
5 
40 
Number of persons 35-50 years: 
Barnes Evening School Oenter 
Adult Recreation Project 
(Library) 
(Chorus) 
Goodwill Neighborhood Hcu.se 
(Needlecr~ft) 
No. of Adults 
Reported Active . 
144 
11 
7 
Approxiiii!lte 
Per c~;mt of Total 
Adults 35-50 years 
4 
2 
2 
(The needlecraft cb.s~es are figured on the per cent of total woman in the 
neighborhood.) 
TA.BL& XII 
N o. of Adu.l ts Approximate 
Recreational Agem1 18-50 yeare Per cent of Total 
. . Reported A.ct i ve A.dul1i8 18-50 -~ars 
T:rini ty Nei$hborhood. H01sa 135 6 
Central Square Center 320 9 
Marginal Street Center lOS 1 
Jeffries Point Boys' Q].ub 3 .25 
Barnes Evening School Oenter 528 20 
Athlt Recreation Project 
in the · 
Trinity Neighborhood Hm• 16 1 
Cantral s ~re Center 25 1 
~giiJal s treat Center 6 .50 
Jeffries Point Boys • Club 2~ 22 
(l) :Bar~s Evening School Center 476 18 
Librar,y at 276 Meridian Street 140 8 
Goodwill Neighborhood H01Se 7 .75 
(1) 450 of the total participation of 476 at the Barnes Eveni:ag School 
Canter is an A~t Recreation lectare and entertainment prqg.r~ 
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These statistics reveal the fact tP,at the four private agencies Juet 
tOQ.oh upon recreation for adults, as they are primarily ccn~erned with 
providing leisure time activities for children and adolescents. Even for 
tQ.e 18-25 year grcu.p there is startliiJgl7 little being done, as the figures 
disclose that onl7 one of' tbese five ~encies is really attemptiDg to guide 
this grou.p in r.ecrea.t ional. channels. This glaring deficiency in serving so 
few 18 years of' age and over is due to two main causative factors, (1) lack 
at sufficient space, and primarily ( 2) ineufficient funds to emplqy the 
mcessary leadership to offer a mom extensive program for thia age grou.p. 
Alth01l€,b the EveniJlg School Center which is open two evenings a week 
ally serves 20 per cent of the total adu.l t population within one-quarter 
mile radius, it is practically tilled to capacity, tor in addition to the 
528 adults., t b:IJ"e are 4Q9 pers on.s between the ages of 14 and 18 enrolled in 
activities. I1i lla.s an ·average attendance of 670 pe.rsons per night, and 
this :figure does not inc lu.de the three Adult Recreaticn g:rcups under the 
W .P .A. which ue housed in the ·Center. 
The Adu.l t Recreation ProJect of' \V .P .A. througP, its s u point program 
namely, drama, arts and crafts, chorus, orchestra, reading and game roam, 
and lecta.re, provides recreat :i.onal c:utlets f'ar 10.79 per cent of the total 
adult po,pulation. in tour ueighborhoods. A..lth~ this shOIIS a cauparativelJ 
low percentage of' people takirlg advantage{ of' these recreational purnits 
oftered by thil project after f'Cla.r years operation in the cOJDDJmity, yet 
there are .1J18DY factors that exist which tend to restrict the degree of' 
service rendered by this project namely: ( 1) the rather high degree ot 
sbiU,.ty in regard to hcusing facilities; (2) the limited quarters in 
IIIUlT of' the present. facilities; and ( ~) h18hly trained leaders in 
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specialized fieldr:J who superimpose their sta.ndards upon the people. The 
reading and game room at 276 Meridian Street is hamicapped in building 
up greater partici:pat ion due to the early closing hcu.r of the library. 
To am,plify the picture of recreational operations in the area the 
foll01ring data. (1) indicates sanewlw,t the nature o! pa.rticipation in 
actiYities: 
TABLE XIII 
Members of Trinity Neighborhood Hcuae 
October 1938 - llrarch 1939 
18 - 25 years of age 
Esti.rmted average number of 3Bai'S of partici:pat ion in hcuse activities 
. . 
••••••••••••• 2 years 
••• 
Present average frequency of participation •••• ••• ••• ••••• ••••• Ome a we·ek 
------------~-------------~--------
Activities 
Sooial Clubs 
Arts 
Marionettes 
LB!ldership 
Athletics 
Number -of individuals participating 
30 
9 
12 
5 
20 
-----------~----~------~----------25.-35 years of age 
Estimated average number of years of participation in h~se activities ••• 
••••••••••••••2 years 
Present average frequency of participatio~ ••••• ••• ••• ,. •• ••• •• C.'nce a week 
~~~------------------·~--------~-----~ 
(1) F~es from schedules filled ~t by agency executives. 
• 
Activities Number of individuals participating 
Mothers' Clubs 60 
TABLE XIV 
.Members at Central ;)quare Center 
October 1938 - March 1939 
lB - 25 ;years of age 
Estimated average number of years of part i cipation in h~se activities ••• 
••••••••••••• 6 years 
Present average fre quency of participation ••••••••••••••••••• Twice a week 
Activities 
Crafts 
Art 
Mothers' club 
Music 
Dramatics 
Athletics 
Y QUig Men' s Dept • 
-------------------------
Number of i ndividuals participating 
38 
20 
15 
10 
10 
40 
52 
Neighborhood h~se leaders 40 
-----------
25 - 35 years of age 
Estimated average number of years of participation in h~se activities ••• 
50~ 1st year 
5~ 7 years ·-··········· ••••••••••••• 
Present aver age fre quency of participation., ••••••••••••••••••• twice a week 
-----------------------------------
II 
44 
• 
45 
Activities Number of individuals particietil§ 
Mot mrs' Club 15 
10 
Cmtts 5 
Current Events Club 15 
Athletics 10 
Neighborhood h~se leaders 20 
-----------
35 - 50 years of age 
Estimated average number of years of participation in h~e activities ••• 
••••••••••••••2 years 
Present average frequency of participation••••••••••••••••••••• Once a week 
- - ----------------------------------
Activities Number of individuals participating 
Mothers• Club 5 
Sawing 5 
Crafts 5 
Discussion group 5 
Neighborhood hQl.Se leaders 10 
TADE XV 
Members of Marginal Street Center 
October 1938 - March 1939 
l8 - 25 years of age 
Estimated average number of years of participation in house activities ••• 
••••••••••••• 3 years 
Present average frequency of participation ••••••••••••••••••• Twice a week 
------------------------------------- ~ 
Activities 
Camp-social club 
Food class 
Child Guidance 
Sewing & Knittillg 
Number of individuals partici;patil'l§ 
10 
10 
10 
10 
-----------------------~- -----------
25 - . 35 years of age 
Estimated average IJWDber of years of participat~on in hcuae activities ••• 
••••••••••••• 3 years 
Present average frequency or participation..~···•••••••••••••• Twice a week 
----------
Activities 
camp-social club 
Food class 
Child Guidance 
Sewing and KnittiDg 
--------~------------
Numb~r of individuals participating 
10 
14 
18 
10 
-------------------~------------------
35 - 50 years of age 
Estimated average number of years of participat :iDn in h<nse activities ••• 
••••••••••••• 3 years 
Present avera.ge !req_uency or participatiOll.. •• •••• •••• ••••• Every o'ther week 
--~-~--~----~----------------------~---
Activities. 
s ewing & c ookiJlg 
Music programs 
Camp-social club 
Number of individuals participating 
8 
3 
5 
-~--------------------~~~--------------
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TABLE XVI 
Members of Jeffries Point Boys' Club 
October 1958 -March 1959 
18 ~ 25 years of · age 
Estimated average ~ber of years of p~ticipation in house activities 
••••••••••••• 2 Y'ars 
••• 
Present a,verage fre.quenoy of :Participation •• ••• •••••••• •• •• •• •• Once a week 
-------~-~------------------~-------
· Activities 
Best building 
Number of individual$ partioipatill§ 
3 
~------~------------- -----.-.-----
TABLE XVII 
Members of the Barnes Evening School Center 
October 1958 ... March 1959 
18 - 25 years of age 
Present a.verage frequency of p~icipat ion ••••••••••• ••• •••••• once a week 
_______ _, .... _ .. _ 
------------------------
Activities Number of individuals :ert.icipating . 
East i ost Ql High School 
Alumni Olub 54. 
Art 15 
Cooking 12 
Deba ting 11 
Electrical Shop 20 
Machine s hop 20 
Sooial Dancing 110 
Band 10 
47 
Printing 
smet Met~1 
P hotograpey 
Pattefll making 
12 
19 
10 
15 
----------- ---------~--------------
25 - 35 years of !!P 
present average freq:u.ency o£ participation ............ ••••••••• .once a week 
---~--------------------------------·-
Activities 
Orchestra. 
Maring P ictu.res 
Number of indivi~a1s participating 
21 
22 
63 
----·------ -----------------~------
~ - 50 years of age 
Present average frequency of participation ••••••••••••••••••••• once a week 
-----~-------------------------------
Activities Nwmer of individuals Ji!rticigati:gg 
w cmen' s Club 82 
... ------- -------------~---------
TABLE XVII I 
Members of Adult Recreation Project Classes 
October 1938 -March 1939 
18 - 25 yea:rs _of age 
A"Yerage freq11ency of participation ••• •••••••••••••••••••••T~ee times a week 
-~~-----------------------------
Activities 
Drama 
Nwnber of illd1vi.dua1s participating 
16 
- ... --
48 
Leather Craft 
R es.diDg tm4 Ga~P~a Room 205 
~---------------------- ----------
25 - 35 years of age 
Average :trequeDCy of participation. • •• •••• ••• •• •• •• ••• •••••••• Twice a week 
---------- ---------------------------
Activities Number of individuals part~cipatipg 
Orchestra 10 
N eed.lecra:ft 29 
Chorus. 11 
Lectures 275 
Reading and Game Room 81 
-~---------------------~------------
35 - 50 years . of 1-~e 
A. verage frequeDCy of part ic ip at jon. ••••••••••••••••• • ·• •••••••• ".ODCe a week 
----------------------------------
Aotivi1iies Number of imividuals participatir~g 
. . ( 
Chorus 11 
Lecture 259 
( 1} Since no yearly imividua.l participation recorda are kept, it is 1m-
possible to estimate the namber of years or individual participation. 
Activities 
Art 
Athletics 
TABLE. XIX 
Total Tabulat i on by Activities and Age Grcnps 
18-25 ~ars 
41 
60 
Grou.;ps 
2~35 1ears .. . 35-50 years 
0 
10 
0 
0 
49 
50 
CookiDg 12 0 6 
Crafts 104 5 5 
Dancillg 110 0 0 
Drama 26 0 0 
Echcat ional 31 67 15 
Eckca t ional, 
entertai~m, s ccial 0 338 399 
Game R<X>m 257 81 0 
Hcbbies 10 0 0 
Kusic 10 74 10 
SRiDg 15 39 11 
Social Clubs 104 85 10 
Trade Classes 71 0 0 
--~--------------- ------ ---- ----
These figures revet! that the prevalent tfend of recreational pursuits 
for the 25-50 year groap lies tn the channel of social activities. The 
main interests ot the yoUDger age grou.p find expression in social dancing, 
cr.afit:1, social clubs, game room activities, a:nd trade classes. It is also 
interestiiig to note that in this latter grru.p with a dominame of Italian 
members, few of the arts have been developed. The meagre interest 1n 
other recreational ou.tlets maybe due to ( l) inadequat e leadership which 
does not stiDillate interest ( 2) lack of sufficient funds to employ good 
leade~hip, or (3) inadequate facilities to handle more people. 
Inter-Relationship Between Agencies 
A.t present there is no canrnittee which brings together regular)7 the 
social workers 1n East Bast m. An attempt was mde to organize the East 
I 
I 
Bcstm Camcil of Sccial Agencies to be canprised of agency represen'-'atives, 
librarians, and the clergy. This Ccuncil functioned far a few years, but 
interest gradually :flickered out, and the Council as such went ou.t of 
existence. The consequence is a lack of intimate knowledge in some 
agencies of the practices in others. 
Schedules ware sent to all of the group-work agencies serving East 
Best 01 to secure detailed infarma tion m cooperative activity particularly 
pertainiDg to cooperation between grou.p work agencies, and case work and 
health ,gene i es. ~mination of these schedules revealed the closest 
cooperation to exist between the Family Welfare S oo iety and the grou.po-work 
agencies. 
TABLE XX 
Number at Referrals by Cl:B,lrches, Case Work 
and Health Agencies to Grou.p -
Vi or k a gencies 
June 1938 - February 1939 
I ndividuals 
Agencies Re:ferrir§ 
C:tnrches 
Children Adults 
25 
Family Welfare Society 95 
Public ·welfare 
Health Agencies 
0 
26 
TABLE XXI 
Nwnber of Referrals by Grou.p-Work Agencies to 
Case w cr:k and Health Agencies 
October 1938 - February 1939 
0 
24 
0 
5 
Agencies to which referred Number of individuals 
Family Welfare Society 23 
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Public Welfare 
Health ~ncies 
-----------------------
47 
46 
These statistics di~close that with the exception of churches and 
the Public 'W elfare, there is to a degree, a certain amou.nt of coopera ticn 
between agencies. A.l though the churches cannot adeq_ua tely care for the . 
recreational needs or their parishioners, yet apparently no attempt is 
being made by the pastors to use existent agencies which can supply these 
necessary needs for their people. As for the Pablic Welfare, the data 
reveals no visible sign of cooperation. The staff of this agency seemingly 
masures human happiness and well being in terms of a monetary pittance. 
ii'ew adults were referred by case work and health agencies to group-
work agencies, but of the total number referred, 29, 24 e.re actively 
p1rticipating in a hw.se activity once a week. Of the five who have not 
enrolled in a grw.p, the following reasons were given for their not join-
ing: illness in the home; too JIUCh work at hane; net interested in grcnp 
activities; and the particular hruse c w.ld not hold their interest in t wo 
instances. 
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CHAPrER IV 
MA.JOR CONS IDERATIONS GROWING OUT CF THE F I1llllNGS Oli' 
'mE STUDY 
S evera~ considerations induce the opinion thl t East Boat a1 is likely 
to remain a relatively permanent, low cost, residential canmu.nity. Chief 
among these is proximity to wharf industries which employ a majarity of 
UDSkilled laborers, and also the decline in these industries. HOilever 
the predanination. of unskilled workers in the popu.lation and the area's 
nearness in nlation to the heart of the city and its w.tlying districts 
where factories are located, make work in these d~stricts accessible to 
the workers in East :Boston thus discou.raging any great migration ru.t of 
the community to new centers of work where factories are located. The 
presence also of nineteen churches provides an important stabilizing in-
nuance. Il~ obility is further held in check by the still umeveloped 
sections in Orient Heights. 
Large s-cale rehw.sing wmld reduce congestion which is one or the 
chief problems in the low rental areas of the canmu.nity. 1urthermore, 
from the economic angle, t rere is a sufficient number of families in the 
district at the present time who ·would be economically competent to rent 
an apartment in a large Federal hcusing unit. HO'IIiever, if a hcusi:ng unit 
were erected in any one of the congested areas, the problem of transfer 
of families in the e.xisti:ng dwellings wou.ld be difficult. Although Jlll.Ch 
of the land in Orient Heigh.ts is 11acant, a.ncl. a hru.sing unit cculd be easily 
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constructed wi 1hcut involving a transfer of families, yet undcubtedly the 
residents of this sect1cm wb:l belong to a higher economic level wcnld 
Object to having the site of this project in their particular district. 
Qn the other hand, if the cOlllJIWlity is not soan physically reconstructed, thE 
effect of cont~ed deterioration upon contemporary residents will assert 
itself in further social disorganizat icm. and in a gradual movement ou.t 
from the area. 
The other major factor to be serioa.sly considered is the weakening ~ 
European custcms am controls in the community. Imnigraticm has been to 
a large degree terminated. The ycuth and the you.ng married coa.ples who 
live in East Boston are likely to place less and less importance on 
traditional patterns that reflect the culture of their parents. Since 
these you.ng people constitute such a large bulk of' the po~lation 
(approximately 71 per cent o:r the po.pu.lation of the comnunity is under ~5 
,ears of age), the fUture. of the district is intimately tied up with the 
aspirations as well as the fortunes of this gr011p. Whether eventually 
they will want to remain in this area unless it improves physically, is a 
question. 
DIRALANCX Oi' l?HlSICAL RESOUBCF.S 
There is a prominence of church buildings in the CCIIUIWlity and the 
discrepancy between church plants des~ted for worship and equipment, 
1nStitut!onal or otherwise, for recreation and informal education, is ver7 
marked. Except for the five private agencies which serve an extremely 
small per cent of' adults 18 years and ower, and the two public agencies, 
the chief f'acili ties available for adults for such use are concentrated in 
Dational organizations. 
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Tb3 parka and pla;vgramds, except for WoOd Island :Park, are qui'ie 
inadequate in ti.z-e to serve t~e whole commmity, and they do not provide 
tor the needs of the older people and mothers with very small children. 
Wood Islaad Park because of its decentralized loca'iion, and its rather 
inaccessible approach by car line service as there is a lcmg, unsh&ded walk 
trom the nearest meaDS of transportation service, does not enc011rage older 
adults and mothers with aJD&ll children to take advantage of this larger 
park. 
Tba other observation which probably shculd be introduced at this 
point is that this imbalance of physical resources is a problem of dis-
tribution as well as of type. The physical resources of the carnmn1ty 
usei\U. in serving the needs of the people during their leisure time, are 
predaninately ·concentrated at the lower end of the area. The third and 
toarth sections and Orient Be~hts are complete~ withcut public centers 
tor recrN,tion. Therefore in any plan which may be forlll1lated !or the 
entire diltrict, correction of this u.nf'ortwlate distributicm would be 
desirable. 
IWA.~~ OF BICHEATIONA.L BESOURCES 
SelectiTe !actors obv_iously operate _in determining which persons in tl 
cnmrwDit7 learn or and become identified with a gr011p work agency. 
Geographical proximity to the ageDCy seems to be a ~Jor selective factor. 
An 1Ul&l¥Sis o£ tho active membership 18-50 years of age, at the six 
agencies revealed that appro.xiD&tely 90 per cen'i ot the adults n01r enrolled 
in actiYi'iies live within a radius of one quarter to a half mile of the 
six cen'ier~. The maJority or the active registran'is in the four private 
ageDCiae and the Eveni.IIg School Qenter live within a radius of Clle qual"Ur 
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mile of the Settlements and Scliool Center. This mane that only 33.53 
(1) per cent of the total a..dult population 18 to 50 years of a.ge live with-
in an easy walking dis·tance ot the existing ~~&encies. So the remainder 
af the adult population within the s-pecified age range Or 66.47 per cent are 
not comparatively acceseible to centers particularly providing recreational 
pu'Buits. Therefqoe tm majority of adults :f'rom the distant points of 
this area are not reached in acy great numbers. 
Obviously the character of the prqgram ~ the type of facilities 
serve as importa~ s·elective factors, setting limits upon the opportunitiee 
11hich can be offered. This lack in tl:e private gr01.p-work agencies has 
resulted in an attitude that these settlements are Just for children and 
adolescents. The fact that so few of the adulta within the iDIDediate 
U'ighborhood of these. organizations are reached verifies this general 
opinion. The very limited program offered to this particuh.r age grcu.p 
probably accownts for the settlements' inability to attract more older 
people, and this definite lack in pr·ogram is \ll1dOQ.btedly due, thrQlgh 
lack of :funds, to inadequate leadership. The restricted facilities also 
play a minor p$1't in contributing to the creation of this cu.tstandiDg 
deficiency in operation. 
s ines :one-third of the pppulation is foreign born and 68.7 per cent 
or the family head~t are forejgil born, it is not umsual that conflict be-
tween the generation$ is accentuated in certain sectiana of' the community. 
Although the:r:e is no basis for estimati:og with ~ degree of reliabilUy 
the extent to which parental superv is 1 an is i:na.deqUI.I, te, yet the delinquency 
( 1) Percentages computed from figu.res f:r.om the 1934 Massachusetts Census 
of Ummploymem. 
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sts•tistics suggest a breakdown of family controls. One cause or this how-
ever, is crowded living quarters which tend to throw children upon the 
streets at all hours for recreation. Another very prominent cause 
according to the librarian in the Jeffries Point Ita.lian section is that 
the children are serter than tmir forei8n born parents ~ can easily 
"hoodwink" them. T~ P alice Captain attribates this latter condition to 
the lack of parental understanding of their children- for plrents do not 
e~JC.ou.ra.ge their chil<\ren to bu.Ud up faith and confidence in them. The 
average child, so he maintains, cnly gets a bea tiDg when he confides in 
his parents a'Qcut his tr<n.bles, and when the child is not in trou.ble, no 
attention is paid to him and he iiJ allowed a free rein in so far as what 
~ does with his tima. He conteXJds that the children are not to blame• 
and that what is needed to correct this situation is not more recreation 
for children, but informal parental education. Yet little or nothillg is 
being attempted by 1ihe private grou.p.work agencies to help alleviate this 
situa.tion thrrugh 1nforml parental education which oculd be wisely mixed 
with occa&ian.al social good times. Neither are the two public agencies 
doing ~hillg in the way at meeting this need. 
The principal form of coeducational recreation tor the 18-25 year 
age grou.p judged in terwns of numbers attracted, is the S<X)ial dancing class 
bald twice a week a~ the :Barnes Evening School Center. While. the twO 
W.P .A. Adult Recreation ProJect game roans collectiVely computed a rgreater 
figu.re, yet one at the rooms is solely for yQulg men and in the otmr 
game room there is an erteneive majority of men served. Tbe era~ classes 
and social clubs wM.ch are the next highest in so tar as numbers are con-
cerned are no1i coeducational in nature. The social clubs other than the 
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ens at the Barnes EveniDg School Center are strictly confined to one sex 
ar the other in membership. Yet more coeducational recreational gr<llps 
shcnld be encru.raged in order to develop more wholesome heterosexuality. 
Such grcnp recreational activities for this particular age are apparently 
under-emphasized in the agencies. It is true that opportunities for 
mixed activities are provided, but no coeducational work is done, and again 
this maybe due to lack of adequ.ate leadership. 
The existing agenciee both public and private, are not attracting 
~ of the 18 to 25 ye~r gr~p. In fact only 25. 9 per cent of the total 
m.Jnber of this age grmp in the fow: neighborhoods 'Where the centers are 
located are being reached. Yet in these neighborhoods 49.2 per cant of the 
total population 18-20 years of age are unemployed, and the stringent 
economic circumatances of these sections does not allow for much spending 
money to be given to them by their parents. This therefoxe restricts the 
a111ount of commerc14ll recreation which they can seek. Why then are they 
:aot drawn to the recreational agencies? Probably the main reasQl is 
that the program offered does not sufficiently interest them. Unless ODe 
is especiall;y interested in one of the arts, or has sustained me's 
:Interest in the sim,pler handcrafts, tblre is 'rery little else from which 
to choose. Tbe lack of adequate shop facilities means that yO\UJg men 
1ho have crystallized inte:ests along mechanical or scientific U.nes can 
only be served at the Barnes Evening School Cenier. There is virtually a 
canplete absence of any organised sex education program in these centers in 
Daighborhoods in which lack of privacy is prevalent. There is also little 
attempt made at stimlllating and pranoting discussiCIL gr~ps so that these 
yw.ng men and w 0118n wlll be equipped with an intelligent working knowledge 
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ot present labor legislation and questions o! P1blic concern. General 
social evenings are restricted to one or two yearly festive oecasi~. 
Tle programs in those agencies are definitely very limited ones !or this 
~e grcup, ~ there is seemingly a trend toward regimentation, tor there 
is no roan set aside for informal social gatherings. 
S:b:lce thie comrmmity is an economically lar area, tor 37.5 per cent 
at the . employable population are unemployed u tp:a _,per .cent ,_ar.e ·.:On " 
government proJects, it is particularly in need o! more recreational ~t" 
lets. The stresses and strains of life filled with pressing problems 
~t be ligh~ened a little at least with a !ew ha1rs of recreation. 
Opportunity Dll.St be more ad&q"Q.ately unfolded for adults to escape from the 
problems of everyday living which besiege them, to enJ 'V a few rays or 
happiness thr Qlgh expressive, joy0118 play. The drab mono.to:n,y of life 
mat be broken up by simple good times. 
C~ITY CONFLICTS 
.Bast ··B<B.t:On.\.shews; a marked lack of .commmity unity. There are ma:n,y 
forces subtly at play wbich create this disorganization. 
There is first of all an ineffective accomodation between the two 
wgest nationality grw.ps, the Italians and I rish. The Irish, once the 
leading racial grQlp on the island resent t ~ enoroa.chment of the 
imnigrants throughQlt the community. These descen®nts from the Isle of 
Erin although greatly ou.tmunbered by those from the shores of Italy, prcndly 
point to the fact that they control the political power of the cOinllUnity 
over the· "black Wopes" • They do not mingle to any great extent with the 
Italians, for they !eel that they are superior to these foreigners. The 
Italia.ns on the o.ther hand do not outwa~dly give aD3' anifestation that 
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they are cognizant of these feeliDgs of their fellOifl Irish citizens t _oward 
them, but remain rather closely in their own racial circles. 
Another and und.ou.btedly the most prominent contributing factor tG-
ward disorganizati<n are the many political factions in the area. The 
game of politics is played heatedly, vigor~sly, whole-heartedly and not 
too cleanly. l? .oli~ical grievances and animosities are never buried and 
forgotten, and political knives are always kept sharpened for the op-
:p.or"W.De moment. when old adversaries can be successfully scalped. rl'here 
is an intricate network of undercurrents of jealOQsy and suspicion, and 
occas i onal episodes of open conflict flare up. This produces tension 
between factions. If these groups were restricted in number perhaps the 
conseq_uent evil wru.ld not be too great or too damaging, but unfortunately 
for the sake of inner ccmnunity unity, they embrace in their vari-colored 
folds, practic~ll! the entire citizenry. These many and diverse 
political split-ups, also tend to a large degree to break up racial unity. 
As one representative citizen remrkad, "The trOQble with East Boston is 
that the people are too politically conscious, and too llllny are too 
politically ambitiOQs; they will use anything far a political stepping 
stone. There are too many hands. grasping far political power, and no one 
band wields enough power in City Hall to be felt for the betterment of the 
ccmmmity. That is why city officials forgot that East :Boston was a part 
or the city loiJg ago." S o the political skein of the canmmity is not 
coQfdinated into a compact ball of unity, but is broken up into a tho~and 
strands, each strand knotted and crossed into a maze of' inextricable 
entanglements .• 
Another c.ausat ive factor tending to produce disorganization, although 
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definitely minor in its effect, is the secti anal conscicusness of' the 
people. The Italians in the Jower section of' the island, Jeffries Point, 
are jealou.s of their more prosperou.s kinsman in Orient Heights. The 
y~er people particularly strive to accrae enough worldly wealth to move 
to this section as they consider it a definite step upward on the social 
ladder. There is no pa:ticularly discernible feeling between the other 
th:J,"ee sections, bu:t all five sections are thorcughl1 perneated with 
sectional lo.yalty, and no one section will allow itself to be ignored or 
will permit another section to oa.t ahine u. 
'l1be neglect of commanity responsibility, the reductiCil in efficiency, 
and the utter impove:ishme:p.t of commmity organization which the clash of' 
mtionality, sectional and political sentiments produces require frank 
recognition and an expenditure of' intelligence in creating channels thrrugh 
which cooperative undertakings centered arcund common needs may be 
achieved. Tbl avoidance or reduction of conflict in the commmity ma.y 
well be regarded as ~ central s,im in approachirlg this cQX111Qnity for the 
purpose of' organizing it for recreation. Only by a carefully deliberated 
plan, a formu.lat ion of specific objectives, and the employment of s amd 
uethods of procedure for organization will this problem of organizing 
East :Bostm be realized and effected. 
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CHAPTER V 
~MMENDATIONS AND POSSIBIS AP:PROOIJ]S TO NEElS 
In this chapter an ~ttempt will be made to propose ten~tive approaches 
to needs. The proposals will be oriented to the total community situation 
ani will be organized in relation to tm recreational needs of agencies, 
institutions, and of the community. 
I. Nee.ds ot Agencies and Institutions 
•• Recreation 
1. Public A.Jencies. 
CQlsidering the .large nu.mber of the yoa.th popula"Uc:n Qf the 
uea, public recreation facilities are wholly inadequate. There is only 
one evening school center in the entire district, and since there is no 
· :p1blic. or private center for recreatiCil in tle third and fc:nrth sectiCil.s 
cr in Orient Heights, it seems logical that !l school center shcW.d be 
established in each of these districts. These established public res~ces 
should be made available to residents in the evening. It the Federal 
Gore·rnment projects namely the Ad:u.lt Recreation Project and the N.Y.A. 
remain in existence, these facilities might be staffed by leaders from tmse 
projects and thus the cost of operation w Ol.l.d be lessened to a minimwD. 
1 coal leadership should also be enlisted in such a project. 
T!B qjority of the parks and playgramds in the COJIImWlity are 
conspicuou.s for their lack ot any shaded areas. Cw.sequently effort 
should be made t0r1ard beaut itying these public spaces to the sa tis facti en 
at the residents so tba t older people and mothers with small children 
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might use them. With the provision of closed streets fOr play areas and 
s,dditicnal playgrOIUld areas scattered throogh the district which is ur-
gently needed, the children w alld not crowd oa.t the older people, a:nd there 
woa.ld be more ~deqUM.te facilities to take care of all ages~ 
2. Private Agencies, 
a. Settlements 
At the present time the burden of responsibility far 
extensive year-round recreation in the area rests upon the five private 
agencies which with ~dequate equipment, are rendering a most s~ificant 
servi oe. These agenci e8 should be encouraged to renovate and enlarge 
their plants by the addition ot other fao ilities. Unless i:ndoor public 
facilities are made e.vaib.ble, t ~se agencies shculd have a supplementary 
plant consistiJJg in part of a gymna,sium, sho.p roCIIIS, and additi<J.m~.l club 
roans. 
UDier the present circumstances expression of the following 
:Interests is definitely thwarted, due to the meagre facilities. of the 
agencies: trade classes, coeducational recreation, informal adult 
edu.cat ion, and more frequent soct.l recreaUOJ4 
b~ The Olmrches 
Because of the dominant and. ill(lortant role played by the 
churches in the canmnn:ity, it w Ol.ld be wise to encourage the churches in 
their efforts to conduct social and recreatiapal activities. The pastors 
o:t R anem. Catholic parishes shculd be urged to open paroch:ia.l schools for 
recreation fu those parishes where the building is not utilized for this 
purpose. Actual leadership of gr~ps in suCh instances would lqgically be 
drawn from the institution itself. 
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II C <JIIIIDUlity Needs for Reoreation 
iA.pl1't f'rom the underlying factor of poverty which presents the central 
challe:nge, a brot:d and basic line of approach stands w.t as one considers 
the total CODir!D.D.ity situation as regards reCreation. Gbwiou.sly a 
complete mobilbation of the institutional and pers anal resoorces ot the 
commnit7, real and potential, throogh collUIIlnity organizaticn for re-
crea.tion is needed. 
Tm im,pulsa to play 18 unhersal, for there is no part of the world 
in which play and play traditions do not exist. n 1• timdamental to life. 
The trend of the day in America is to provide more recreational 
opportunities for all ages. 1t is recognized that men aJid. wanen need 
recreation Just as children do. The fatigue of office and factory wort_ 
and the. raa.tine o£ hcusehold duties demand1 that the craving for self-
expression be s atisfied. The inescapable trend in this civilization is 
that all :pe.ople will be ~:~.ble to anjoy opportunities for leisure-time 
development. T~ influences of democracy are felt in the recreation 
field as well as in all fields included in oo.r sooial order. This 
general ex:pansicn and exteMion of recreational opportunity is J?art of the 
m t ional grOJrth of' this c amtry. 
EXisting ageru;ies, public and ]?rivate, which promote recreational 
pursuitQ ~t be related, far an interweaving or asencies is essential if 
their work is to be :f'u.lly effective. The J?eriDlnence and extension of 
recreation can be realized through organization which focalizes all 
c01111111Ul1t7 effort in the le;isure time field. 
Certain as8UJII.Ptiorun md.erly the tenta.tive suggestions advanced for 
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oammmity organize.tiq,. for recreation in East :Boo ton. :By colllllUJlity or-
ganizat im1 is meant the mobilization ot all the social forces in a district 
to maintain certa1l1 essential fuxlction$ and to meet clearly detined needs. 
OamllDity organization f<r the pr01111.lga.tim of recreation to be 
eftectiYe BUst n9t onl7 cut acroes agency linea, bu.t across functiaoal 
;fields. This meaDS that in approachirlg the ta~Jk of COJIIJIUility organisati 
whether thrQl8h the. inf.ormal method of face ... to ... face contact, ~ by the 
Dm"e formal procedure of a comQlJD1t7 COUDCil for recreation, ordi.Daril7 
a later deYelOPJ18m, key persons U1 each of the fu.JI)tional categories need 
to be iDCluded, the politician as well as 1;l:l.e lil;lrarian, the employer as 
•11 as the school priDCipal, tm policeman a,a well as the priest, to 
89.7 nothiDg of representation fran national organizations aDd the leadiDg 
social clubs. 
Attention is also drawn to the fact that to be effective c.amu.nit7 
czog•nizatiOJ1 Jlll1St enlist tb:>se persms, grOQ.ps, aDd institutions where 
&Ptual authority and control rest"• In East :Boston this clearly implies 
the necessit7 of recogniziDg and inoluding in aJJy scheme of organization 
the actual sectional lea,ders as opposed to the mere formal leaders of 
mt ional org~izatiODS aDd sucb pers CXLI!f often overlooked because they UJ8.7 
lack i.n8titu.t ioml com).8ct 101'11$. It is also imperative in this cammmtty 
Bllb-divided a' it is ~to five sections and with its high degree of 
sect iCID4l l~lty that there be fairly eq~l representation fran each of 
the five ~actions. Thm:L s iDee t .bl.s district is so predominately Reman 
Catholic, i'\ is essential that the active interest and support ()f the 
Ramn Catholic ~at era be enlisted in a.Dy cODimUlity-wide organization plan. 
It shculd be emphasized that CaDDW1it7 organization to be effectiYe 
awrt be d to the · ia.r conditions of each loca 
II 
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in areas o! high social disarganization, such as East Bos,ton, it is 
essential to go abw.t the cultivation of local leaders and potential 
leaders, nat by developillg formal committee 118.Chinery at the Qltset, but by 
~ce - to - !ace techniques. Special cons~eration shw.ld be given in 
view of the subtle- conflicts between tm two leadiJJg nationalities in the 
area, and the diverse political alignments in the district, to the 
neceesity o! dealiDg with the yQU~ger element o! these two nationalities 
and o! avoiding diplanatieally the ou.tstanding political contenders. 
It is, expedient that this coUIIDllll.ity be organized in the form o! a 
Recreation C<lUlCil fer tle p.u"pose o! furthering wholesane recreation 
channels. By enlisti:ng tm key representative persQ18 of the district in 
planning tro meet the current leisure time needs and problems o! their 
comnnmity with greater effectiveness, it will unite all o! the forces in the 
comma.nity, thereby assuring united c anmunity act ion !or "the entire island. 
such a c amci 1 might consist o! s i.xty pers a18 as this w alld not be an 
unwieldy llUDiber, and. the meDi>ers should be the recognized leaders in the 
ccmmmity and drawn from all fields o! lite. There!cre it lllll.St include 
ministers, priests, heads of national fr&teriU:\1 organizations, leadiDg 
lnsiness men, doct <rs, layers, dentists, undertakers, representatives o! 
any civic organizations, parent-teachers' association, police department, 
fire department, social work agencies, public recreation units operating 
in the area, librarians, and elected poU.ticians of the canmnnit;r. 
Great. caution need13 to be exerched on two perti;nen~ points namely, 
tbe proper leader of the organization and action. The problem of leader-
ship is always a vite.l one, for organizations <'' tal.ll because they are 
incapable. of enlisting the kind of leadership which stimlates its 
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followers IUld gu.ides tle machinery of planning with wisdom. East Beaton 
with, its vari..colcred political lm.e presents a very delicate situation as 
~ards the question of leadership. Since the representatiye citizens of 
this c ODliiWli ty have all at one time or another indulged in the game of 
politics, it wQlld be unwise during tbe first year of the CQl.nCil's 
existence for anyone of thea to head the organization. Consequently the 
power of gu.i~nce shru.ld be invested in one of the civiC-minded priests 
at the district. 
The ultimate su:cess of such a venture lies encased in the hard shell 
at action, unless the sweet meat of successful action is tasted, the 
cw.ncil would probably disintegrate. East BostCil has witnessed in recent 
,ears other potential seeds s.own. in her b.ard,roclcy soil, and she bas seen 
them all gradually rot because they were not n~ished with a little 
act 1 on nOli and again. Therefore a carefully deliberated coarse of action 
Dll.Bt be evolved by such a group. 
No recreation program can be fully effective or lasting unless 
it. is rooted in cODIJIJWlity life. Such a COil.DOil DII1St expend a degree of 
thooght and -energy in cementing an extensive recreation prcgram in its 
commu.nity. The facts regardillg the way in which the people of the 
community are using their leisure time, the resources available, the lack 
or norDll play life which exists, shou.ld be brought before the public. 
Here tba loaal press should be utilized. Further steps llll.St be taken to 
~OUBe the interest of the public through presentation of the subject 
before such grcups as wcmen' s clubs, and all civic and social grou.ps. 
The camoil shou.ld also formu.late a long term program which will 
""lp to preserve active interest on the part of its members for a long 
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period of time. Such a grw.p might constantly look forward to the time 
when a pub lie appropriation can be secured and the responsibility for the 
work assumed by the municipality. Out of the need which has arisen in 
their locality of' providing wholesome ~tlets for the ever increasing 
leisure time of people, this community governing body might well focus its 
attention upon educating and ar011sing the !IBSS of' citizenry to demand that 
the municipality assume the responsibility for providing worthwhile 
recreational avenues for the purpose of promoting and safeguarding h'W18n 
happiness. Tm members should untiringly pour their efforts into strivi.Dg 
f'cr the establishment of a recreation canmission to administer the 
community recreation program for the entire city of Boston. The creation 
ar such a canmission wru.ld provide the coordinating link through which all 
the resources of all of the departments of the city might be more gainfully 
utilized in ihe operation of' an econanical recreation system. Under such 
a system of' an unpaid canmission, all public facilities could be used to 
the best possible advantage for all of the people. Therefore the ultimate 
aim of this body shou.ld be. the creation of a munic.ipal body to conduct the 
work, since the administration of a leisure time program is a municipal 
function. Booton, once the leader of' the recreation movement in .».merica, 
is now pitiably stumbling alOIJg. Its representative and influencial 
citizens mu.st be awakened out of their lethargic, inert and laissez-faire 
attitude and be imbued with a greater degree of public spiritedness, for 
men this spirit, the very c ae of' democracy, languishes and wanes into 
the dust of nothingness, then democracy itself' decays. 
I n conclusion it ShOilld be pointed Ollt that if S.rtd• when ·SuCh ·a 
recreation commission might be set up, an organized private grou.p of' 
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citizens, such as a CQnmunity Recreation Ccuncil wou.ld be necessary. The 
leisure activities would be spread more extensively over the entire city 
of Booton, and sinCe the neighborhoods and communities which ccmpose this 
metropolis differ just as individuals do in their tastes and desires# it 
wou.ld be expedient to have organized lay-grou.ps in each conmmity inorder 
to serYe each specific community more adequately and ei"ficiently. By 
eans of these. lay cw.ncils or comnittees with their fingers on the pulse 
at their ow.n commnnities, the programs and activities c01ld be planned 
and carried ou.t so as to meet intelligently the needs, preferences, and 
inclinations of the people. These organized lay-grou.ps wOlld assume 
responsibility for recreational planning in their om district. 'I'his w01ld 
be an ideally democratic farm of commnnity organization tor recreation. 
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APPENDIX a 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE SCHEDULE SENT TO GROUP-WORK .tA.GENCDiS 
Approximate total number of pers ms in i mile radius of agency 
in the following age ranges; 
1. 18-25 years o-r age - - - - - - - - -
2. 25-35 years or age - - - - - - - - -
3. 35-50 years or age - - - - - - - - -
B. Number of registrants in agency from October 1938 - March 1939: 
II il 
I' 
I 
I 
1. 18-25 years of age - - - - - - - - -
a. Estimated average number of years of participation 
in house activities - - - - - -
b. Present average frequency of participation: 
(1) Daily - - - - - - - - - -
(2) Twice a week - - - - - - -
(3) Ome a week - - - - - - - -
(4) Every other week - - - - - -
(5) Other - -- - - - - - - - - -
c.Aativities and number in activities: 
(1) Cln.bs (kind & list) No. of participants 
(2) Classes(kind & list) No. of participants 
j 
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2. 25-35 years of age - - - - - - - - -
a. Estimated average nwnber ot years of participation 
in h~se activities - - - - - - -
b. Present average fre~uency of participation: 
(1) Daily - - - - - - - - - - -
(2) Twice a week- - - - - - --
( 3) Ome a week - - - - - - - - -
(4) Every other week .. - - -- - -
( 5) Otl:Br - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. Activities and number in activities: 
(1) Clubs (kind & list) No. of participants 
(2) Classes (kind & list) No. of participants 
3. 35-50 years of age - - - - - - - - - -
- ------
-·-~- - - ---- - --·-- --
a. Estimated average number at years of participation 
in h~se activities - - - - - - - - -
b. Present average frequency of participation: 
(1) Daily - - - - - - - - - - -
(2) Twice a week- - - - - - - -
(3) Ome a week - - - - - - - - -
(4) Every other week - - - - - - -
( 5) 0 ther - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ _ 
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c. •ctivities and number in activities: 
(1) C~bs (kind & list) No. ot participants 
(2) Claaaes(kind & list) No. of' participants 
Nun:i>er o! referrals !rem June 1938 - February 1939 !rom: 
1. Catholic Charitable Bureau - - - - - - - - - -
a.~ of' referrals (list): 
b. No. of referrals that partici~te in house activities 
(1) Average frequency of' participation: 
(a) Dai~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(b) Twice a weet - - - - - - - - - -
(c) once a week - - - - - - - - - -
(d) Every other week - - - - - - - -
(e) Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. I! referred but do not came, why: 
'i 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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2. Family Welfa·re Society - - - - - - - - - - - -
a,Age of referrals (list): 
b, No. of referrals that participate in h~se activities 
(1) kerage fre~uency of participation: 
(a) Vaily - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(b) Twice a week - - - - - - - - - -
(c) Once a week - - - - - - - - - - -
{d) Every other week - - - - - - - -
(e} Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. If referred but do not come, why: 
3, Public W eltare - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -
a. Age of referrals (list): 
b, No of referrals that participate in h~ae activities - -
(1) Average fre~uency of participation: 
(a) Daily - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(b) Twice a week- - - - - - - - - - -
f - - - --
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(c) Once a week - - - - - - - - - - -
(d) Every other week - - - - - - - --
(e) Otber - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. If referred but do not come, why: 
4. Health Agencies - - - - - - - - - - - --
a. Age of referrals (list): 
b. N o.of referrals that participate in hou.se activities 
(1) Serage frequency of participation: 
(a} Daily - - - - - - - - - - -
(b) Twice a week - - - - - - - -
(c) Onoe a week - - - - - - - - -
(d) ~very other week - - - - - - -
(e) o thar - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. If referred but do not caoe, why: 
6. Clm.rches - .. - - - - - - - .. - - - - - -
--------------------------
" --
----
D. 
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a. Age of referrals (list): 
b. No. of referrals that participate in house activities -
(1) Nerage frequency of participation: 
(a) Daily - - - - - - - - - - - -
(b) Twice a week - - - - - - - - -
(c) Once a week -- - - - - - - - -
(d) Every other week - - - - - - - -
(e) Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. If referred but do not cane, why: 
Number of referrals by gr~p-work agency to case work and health 
agencies, October 1938 - February 1939: 
1. Agencies to which referred No. of individuals 
Catholic Charitable Bureau - - - - - - - - - -
Family Welfare Sooiety- -- - - - - - - - - -
Public 1fJ elf are - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Health Agencies - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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